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Very few people would comply if told that for the environ-

ment’s sake they should take ten-second, lukewarm 

showers. Human nature is such that most of us are not 

willing to compromise until we are forced.

Although fossil fuels are constantly in the news, solutions 

like biodiesel and industrial carbon capture storage are 

not our saviors. These technologies will not be viable until 

at least 2030, and we will be dependent on fossil fuels for 

another 40 or 50 years.

Since compromise is not an appealing notion, we must 

find new sustainable solutions far sooner than that. And 

although the press rarely writes about it, the fact is that 

many sustainable solutions already exist. 

Even in spite of the economic downturn, and regardless 

of whether you buy into the climate crisis, there are 

investments one should not postpone because they make 

economic sense right now. 

The sustainability industry is a 200 billion euro per year 

business and is full of opportunities with attractive returns.

Ventilation systems, for example. The most basic 

Enervent model outperforms the mean performance value 

for the best models of our top six competitors, enabling a 

house to be heated to 21˚C with the same amount of energy 

our competitors’ systems require to heat a house to 16˚C. 

Our unit recovers 75 to 80 percent of exhaust heat and pays 

for itself in 2.2 years. 

Buildings are another example. While they consume  

43 percent of all energy in the world, the building 

technology, 10 percent of the total investment, gives you  

a handle to control 60 percent of the carbon footprint over a 

building’s lifecycle. 

In Finland, a 150-square-meter home, built to 2010 

norms, uses 33,000 kWh of electricity per year on average. 

Even in our extreme climate, Ensto products make it possible 

to lower this number to only 7,000 kWh — with improved 

comfort and more healthful living conditions. 

Lighting – which represents 19 percent of the global 

consumption of electricity – is another opportunity.  

We can reduce this 65 percent, sometimes up to even 85 

percent. Just one example of how: In staircases, switching 

to LED lighting with 50,000 hours of expected life, hence 

no quarterly change of translucent lamps and 85 percent 

less electricity consumed, will generate up to 1,500 euros 

in savings per luminaire over a period of ten years – initial 

investment taken as a cost. 

Since traffic represents one-fourth of energy 

consumption on our planet, fuel-efficient vehicles are 

another obvious choice for investment. EVs have zero 

emissions, of course, but from a simple selfish point of view it 

costs only two euros to cover a distance of 100 kilometers.

No matter what your feelings about the climate crisis, and 

no matter what the state of the economy, there are plenty 

of similar measures you should take which will return your 

investment in two years or less.

We all make our personal choices concerning the 

environment. In the past 25 years, my family has taken only 

one transcontinental vacation, because I refuse to accept the 

carbon footprint it leaves. I am not preaching: this is simply a 

choice in line with my personal philosophy of sustainability.

On a level beyond personal, I have seen that Ensto’s day-

to-day work in sustainable energy is changing the world. And 

it is comforting to know that when we enjoy our hot showers 

in the morning, that because of future solutions the planet 

will not suffer for it – and in the meanwhile we save that 

amount of energy easily in other applications. 

 

Timo Luukkainen 

CEO and President, Ensto Group

Letter from the CEO

Have your cake 
and heat it, too.  

   Timo & his Gordon Setter puppy "Pinot Noir".
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Given your diverse background, 
what led you to energy?

I was serving on the board of trustees of 

a major science museum in the US, and I 

was invited to a lecture by the head of the 

British Antarctic survey. He made several 

statements, one of which was that “The 

world today as we know it will not be 

recognizable by the year 2100.” He didn’t 

mean changes in clothing or gear but in 

the physical world. He showed slides of 

inland oceans and explained them. He’d 

spent almost two decades living and stu-

dying in Antarctica. He said “Everything 

that we projected would take 100 years to 

happen has occurred in 5 years.”  

I have kids, or they at the time were 

kids, and it got me thinking about the fact 

that if I wasn’t focusing on energy, then I 

wasn’t focusing on the big issues. I gave 

you a long answer and not a cheery one, 

but the scientist scared the hell out of me.

The US State Department will build a 
115-million dollar innovation center 
on the embassy grounds in Helsinki. 

Bruce Oreck, America's 
Green Ambassador 
He’s been a boxer, body builder, rock collector, dory rower, tax lawyer, real estate developer, 

and author. Bruce Oreck is the United States Ambassador to Finland – but also a crusader 

for sustainable energy. Ambassador Oreck also leads of the League of Green Embassies,  

a coalition of over 70 American embassies throughout the world.

ensto today 
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What is the mission of this center?

The project overall is a 115-million-dollar 

project and the innovation center is one 

of the buildings in that project. All of the 

work we’re doing is intended to showcase 

energy efficiency or high performance. 

The center itself is a 100-year-old building, 

it’s been shut and gutted, and our goal is 

to redo that as a LEED Platinum EB buil-

ding [existing building]. 

The idea is to put into operation as 

many practical technologies as we can. 

This is not a laboratory, a place where you 

experiment – people have to go back to 

work in there. We’re working with Hel-

singin Energia to bring district cooling 

into this area. As far as I’m aware, this will 

be the first embassy in the world with 

both district heating and cooling. It’s a 

combined heat and power process and 

they run with 90 percent efficiency, as 

opposed to many systems which run at a 

third of that. We’re also using nanotech-

nologies on windows to manipulate both 

temperature and light. We’re focusing on 

the next generation of lighting. 

As an example, I’ve asked the archi-

tects that drawings not have fluorescent 

lighting, certainly no incandescent. In my 

estimation, if you’re building today and 

designing fixtures which are specifically 

designed for fluorescents, then you’re 

designing your home stereo system 

around an 8-track tape player. It’s going 

away. LEDs are not merely an evolution it’s 

a revolution in how we light. 

One of the opportunities is to stop 

thinking about light like we have. In many 

respects how you light a house is how 

houses used to be lit with candles. If you 

think about chandeliers and wall sconces 

and traditional modalities of lighting, all 

they did was get rid of the wax and put 

in a light bulb. We don’t need to think like 

that any longer. Lighting becomes a dif-

ferent tool for us.

On a pure dollar basis, it might be 

cheaper to import glass from China.

  

 

 If you’re building today and designing  
fixtures which are specifically designed for  

fluorescents, then you’re designing your home  
stereo system around an 8-track tape player." 

BRUCE ORECK, the United States Ambassador to Finland 

continued  
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  Ambassador Oreck with wife Cody and Hannu Keinänen, President of Ensto Building Technology.

ensto today 
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But if we look at the energy equation 

it makes more sense to buy something 

locally, because of the carbon footprint.  

We have to stop thinking that there’s a 

free ride on energy. It’s not true.

I have kids. You have to stop and ask if 

you’re making the right choice for them. 

If we don’t reinvent our relationship with 

energy entirely, then the answer is no, 

we’re not making the right choice.

What about Finnish products in  
the innovation center?

A tremendous number of Finnish pro-

ducts are being used. First of all, there are 

some great Finnish products. I’d break the 

Finnish products into three categories. 

First there is labor. Finnish companies 

are providing a number of services in the 

construction phase. Second is materials: 

We’re using products like Finnish wood, 

brick, glass, and stone. The last is manu-

factured products and technologies. Here 

we’re looking at everything from ventila-

tion, lighting, internal mobility systems 

like elevators, there are a lot of different 

aspects. We try to keep an open door to 

what’s new, what’s smarter, what’s better.

I don’t want to give deference to a 

Finnish product merely because it’s a 

Finnish product. I want to give deference 

to it because it’s the right product. 

And the good news is that there are 

many choices we’re able to make where 

the right product is Finnish, or even US-

Finnish.

Are Ensto products being used?

We’re working with Ensto now to try to 

deploy a number of things Ensto show-

cases: LED lighting technology, energy 

recovery ventilation systems, for example. 

Also, because we’re trying to accelerate 

the move away from petroleum, we’re 

looking to put in one or more electric 

vehicle charging stations.

Clearly, if we – “we” meaning globally 

– don’t move away from oil as the basis of 

our energy for transportation that’s very 

problematic. That doesn’t mean to simply 

go from burning oil to burning coal to 

make power to run battery cars. That’s not 

a smart choice either.

Our relationship with energy is compli-

cated. Everyone wishes there were simple 

solutions. There are solutions, but they 

require thinking in a different way, more 

laterally, larger scale. I’m an optimist, but 

you can’t think the old way and expect to 

get to a new paradigm.

Finland has many cleantech pro-
ducts, many of which haven’t made 
it internationally. How should these 
companies approach entering new 
markets, including the US?

The economy today is so dramatically dif-

ferent than it was 20 years ago. Twenty 

years ago India and China were blips on 

the global economic portfolio, so it’s not 

about the US, it’s about the global market.

We have to be prepared to honestly re-

evaluate how we’re going to do things in 

the future versus how we’ve done things 

in the past. The challenge for Finland, 

which has a long history of being a global 

exporter, is that simply making a great 

product is no longer enough to ensure 

effective presence in a marketplace. The 

conversation has changed there.

I was reading this morning that Face-

book has almost a billion users. There 

are gazillions of images and videos out 

there. When I grew up there were three 

television networks in the US. Today, if 

you count YouTube, there are literally bil-

lions of channels. How do you get heard 

in an environment like that? You have 

to approach market entry differently, 

be more aggressive, more marketing 

focused. That’s not intended to take away 

from the integrity of your product, it 

just means you have to be a much more 

rough-and-tumble player in the world 

economy. 

That’s a place where Finland and the 

US are wonderful partners: to take the 

rough and tumble of the American mar-

keting expertise and find ways to partner.

Look at the Finnish presidential elec-

tions and how basically civilized and dis-

ciplined they are, and then look the US 

presidential elections. We’re having a food 

fight, but that’s how we do things. I’m not 

speaking adversely of any candidate; I’m 

just telling you that we have a [different] 

process.

 I don’t want to give deference to a 
Finnish product merely because it’s a  

Finnish product. I want to give deference to 
it because it’s the right product."

 

continued  
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  One of the things I tease Finns about 

is the way they eat pizza. 

Everyone is sitting nicely at the table 

eating it with a knife and fork, and I’ll kid 

the young folks and say, “Just pick it up 

and eat it with your fingers!” Maybe that’s 

the analogy for the marketing world.

What are the key energy issues 
being looked at in the US armed 
forces? It seems as revolutionary  
as when the British Navy went  
from coal to oil.

There’s a famous quote from Napoleon 

when he was first told about the Fulton 

steam ships. He protested the idea of 

lighting a fire under the deck of a ship. 

There are always naysayers: a heavier-

than-air flight isn’t possible; Einstein said 

you couldn’t harness atomic energy 

because we’d never be able to split the 

atom.

The US Department of Defense is the 

largest single consumer in the world. It 

has a history of innovation, throwing lots 

of dollars at projects with uncertain out-

comes. The DoD is not tied to the same 

business model that the private sector is. 

When they need to invent a new system, 

they don’t have to necessarily ask about 

the internal rate of return. They are mis-

sion driven first. In that mission they’ve 

clearly stated that they have to have a 

new relationship with energy in the 21st 

century. Their goals are very aggressive.

So they’re re-inventing everything 

they’re doing, from solar tents and solar 

generators to bio-fuel jets and ships, 

lighting systems. Anyplace they can 

squeeze energy efficiency or find alterna-

tive sources, they’re looking at because 

they have to. What’s exciting about that is 

that it takes the whole conversation away 

from the highly-charged political debate. 

When the military says we need to do it 

for national security, to protect soldiers, 

or to actually stay in business, then the 

conversation moves past the political and 

gets serious. 

By the time this is published I’ll have 

been to Afghanistan to look at the deploy-

ment of some of these energy-efficient 

technologies on the battlefield. What that 

means in terms of business opportunities 

is that when the largest single consumer 

in the world says I need energy efficiency 

and I need it now. “Now” means very 

aggressive time frames, whether that be 

more efficient ventilation systems, lighting 

systems, power generation systems, 

power storage systems, smart metering, 

everything. They’re huge energy users. 

Their opportunity is not to reinvent the 

platforms but reinvent the energy systems 

for those platforms.

The United States Navy is a good 

example. When you think of the navy you 

think of ships. The US Navy has 72,500 

buildings. Who knew? Everyone of those 

buildings is being redone to high effi-

ciency standards.   

A Military-led  
Footprint  
Reduction? 

"Forget everything you’ve heard about 
airlines and CO2 emissions," wrote Wired 
magazine in 2008. "The news is much 
worse than anyone thought."

Some estimate that the airline industry 

could emit 1.5 billion tons of carbon dioxide 

per year by 2025. (Some perspective: 

According to Wired, the 27-nation, 

457-million-person European Union emits 

3.1 billion tons of CO2 each year.)

Although saving the planet is not their 

goal, the US Department of Defense may 

inadvertently help to do so. The United 

States Air Force hopes to get half of the fuel 

it uses for domestic flights from alternative 

sources by 2016.

Its primary motivation: to reduce 

dependence on foreign oil, avoid massive 

spikes in fuel costs when the petroleum 

market is spooked, and lower fuel transport 

costs by being able to make smaller scale 

production facilities which might travel with 

troops.

Currently, the US Air Force is testing 

fighter jets, unmanned spy planes, and 

other aircraft on biofuel. Working with the 

Departments of Energy and Agriculture, the 

US Navy has launched a project to invest up 

to half a billion dollars in biofuel refineries.

Biofuel can be made from many crops, 

but camellia – a popular oilseed crop in 

the Bronze Age – is currently the most 

promising, as it may be grown on fallow 

wheat fields, does not replace food crops, 

and can reduce greenhouse gas emissions 

80 percent versus petroleum.

If the military succeeds, renewable 

fuel could soon become a reality for the 

commercial sector. With the air transport 

industry currently responsible for two 

percent of man-made carbon dioxide 

emitted that's no small statement. 

ensto today 
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The world is filled with a variety of conflict 

– religious, cultural, generational, socio-

economical. Ensto supports Global 

Dignity, an inspiration-based organiza-

tion which believes in the need for broad 

agreement and encourages dignity- 

centered leadership. 

Ensto sponsored Global Dignity Day 

2011 in Finland on October 20. The event 

also took place on the same day in more 

than 50 other countries around the world. 

"Ensto’s corporate values are based on 

respect for human beings, trust capital, 

and new innovations. To build a sustain-

able world, companies like Ensto must 

help instill these values in the developing 

world,” said Timo Luukkainen, Ensto 

Group CEO. 

Featured speakers in Finland included 

Archbishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu;  

Norway’s Crown Prince Haakon; former 

President of Finland Martti Ahtisaari;  

Philosopher Pekka Himanen; and John 

Hope Bryant, founder, chairman and CEO 

of nonprofit Operation HOPE and  

co-founder of Global Dignity.. 

To build a sustainable world, company’s 
like Ensto must help instill these values 
in the developing world."
 
TIMO LUUKKAINEN, CEO and President, Ensto Group 

Global Dignity Day 2011  

From left: Former President of Finland Martti Ahtisaari,  

Professor Pekka Himanen, Archbishop Emeritus Desmond 

Tutu, Crown Prince Haakon of Norway, and U.S. presidential 

advisor and Operation HOPE founder John Hope Bryant.
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D-what?

D3. Although it sounds more like an 

allied invasion or the newest mobile 

phone technology, it’s the name for the 

newest round of regulations concerning 

energy efficiency for new buildings in 

Finland resulting from EU requirements. 

The D3 regulations come into force 

beginning July 1, but they’re already 

affecting the way Finnish builders think 

about construction.

The D3 regulations establish what is 

called an E-value, maximum energy use 

permitted per annum for a given space, 

and they apply to construction of new 

buildings larger than 50 square meters. 

Calculated as yearly net purchased 

energy multiplied by an energy factor for 

each energy type, then divided by the net 

area of the building, the resulting E-values 

may not be exceeded.

What D3 Means for Ensto –  
and Ensto Clients 

The energy factor itself is a multiplier assi-

gned to each heating source. For district 

heating it is 0.7. For heating with firewood, 

the energy factor is 0.5. But for electri-

cal heating the energy factor is 1.7 – so if 

you want to heat with electricity, it means 

you’d better do it efficiently. 

Jari Mikkonen, Ensto’s sales director 

How the new D3 regulations give Ensto the market advantage in Finland.
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of hybrid house solutions, highlights the 

situation faced by builders with three 

examples of heating scenarios for a 

150-square-meter home:

Scenario 1 uses a competitor’s ventila-

tion unit that recovers only 45 percent of 

heat from exhaust in a low-energy house 

which uses electricity and firewood as 

heating sources. An E-value of 196 kWh/

m2 results.

Scenario 2 replaces the competitor’s 

unit with an Enervent product – Ensto’s 

ventilation product family – and the 

E-value is reduced to 162 kWh/m2.

Scenario 3 employs an Enervent unit 

with an integrated heat pump which 

takes away, in this case, 80 percent of the 

heat load, and the resulting E-value is 145 

kWh/m2 – a dramatic gain from the first 

scenario, which is currently typical in the 

industry.

As the maximum permitted E-value is 

162.5 kWh/m2, the first scenario will not 

be allowed after July 1. Scenarios 2 and 

3 fulfill the E-value requirement, but the 

envelope of the house in Scenario 3 does 

not need to be as energy efficient as in 

Scenario 1 – meaning the envelope of the 

home may be built as a "normal house." 

“Since we are talking about KWh/m2 on an 

annual basis, Scenario 3’s ability to drop 

the E-value 25 percent means money,” 

says Mikkonen.

Current Inefficiencies

Presently, many professional builders 

are more inclined toward Scenario 1, or 

ground heating solutions. But ground 

heating is a big investment – around 

25,000 euros for a typical home. As regu-

lations tighten, and as more passive and 

Near Zero Energy homes are construc-

ted, this traditional sort of heating source 

becomes less attractive. 

"Ground heating is sold on the basis of 

payback time, but if your home is passive 

and you're not spending on heating, then 

there is no payback," says Mikkonen. He 

believes that Ensto's solution of an Ener-

vent ventilation system with an integrated 

heat pump – which costs an additional 

3,500 euros versus standard ventilation 

units (“you get cooling, as well,” notes 

Mikkonen) – will hold appeal to builders 

who construct turnkey solutions for 

homeowners. 

D3 regulations will force those who 

want to heat with electricity to be more 

efficient in other areas. But these other 

areas – windows, for example – are not 

the most economically sensible ways to 

comply with the regulation. Ensto’s solu-

tion is. “The Ensto solution is simply the 

cheapest way to reduce the E-value by 

improving efficiency,” says Mikkonen. 

Ensto Efficiency

In order to directly demonstrate the bene-

fits of Ensto solutions to customers in light 

of the coming regulations, technology 

development engineer Maria Penttilä has 

invested many hours in the construction 

of a D3 simulator.

“It’s built to work with professional 

builders, to show them what results they 

can obtain under the D3 regulations, 

taking into account heat sources, heat 

recovery efficiency, window type, insu-

lation, heating sources, air permeability, 

warmth from sun, all the factors,” says 

Penttilä.

In Finland, there are four or five large 

construction companies which build turn-

key housing solutions, and the simulator 

has become a unique tool in Ensto’s quest 

to convert them to Ensto solutions. 

“Professional builders are having a 

tough time meeting E-values in an effi-

cient way,” says Mikkonen, “and the simu-

lator is a tool which enables them do it.”

Since commercial software is not yet 

available for modeling D3 regulation 

impact, the simulator has allowed profes-

sional builders who are Ensto clients to 

alter the variables and see which combi-

nation of products and technologies will 

allow them to meet requirements. 

Design-Talo, one of Finland’s largest 

producers of wood-framed houses, is one 

Ensto client who has put the simulator 

to good use. “They use our air handling 

units, electricity heating cables, thermos-

tats, and panel boards,” says Mikkonen.

But many companies in the market 

have still not made the switch from less-

efficient air handling units, and the D3 

regulations will force them to change. 

A few other major Finnish homebuil-

ders are still employing old technology. 

“We’re trying to win them over to the 

Enervent unit,” says Mikkonen.

An Even Brighter Future 

D3 regulations this coming July will cer-

tainly bring more attention to Ensto heat 

pumps, but they are only the beginning 

in an energy efficient future. 

Coming regulations for buildings will 

likely require utilization renewable energy 

– they have previously been included 

in draft legislation but later removed – 

which will make Ensto solutions all the 

more relevant. 

And Ensto is sitting pretty to exploit 

demographic trends in Finland. “The 

way Finns are living now, leaving the 

countryside for the cities, means that the 

newer generations no longer have the 

skills to build houses themselves,” says 

Mikkonen. “Turnkey housing solutions are 

the future, and in those electrical heating 

is preferred since it’s more consistent than 

water floor heating.” 

And what about the trend of people 

moving to smaller houses, when the day 

arrives that a typical home is 100 square 

meters instead of 150? “Small houses are 

great for electrical heat,” says Mikkonen. 

“Our solutions are ideal for the small-

home market, too.” 
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 It’s built to work with professional 
builders, to show them what results they 

can obtain under the D3 regulations..."
 

MARIA PENTTILÄ, Technology Development Engineer, Ensto
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You Can’t Argue with Numbers

NOVEXIA, now a wholly owned part of 

Ensto, showed excellent performance in 

2011, generating revenues of 33 million 

euros, up 14 percent on the previous year. 

Yves Tadec, NOVEXIA’s CEO, credits 

these results to efforts in France, North 

Africa (Algeria and Morocco), as well as in 

Asia and South America. 

Despite tough economic conditions 

around the world, demand for NOVEXIA's 

low and medium voltage products is 

strong among electricity grid operators 

looking to render their grids more reliable 

and reduce the outages.

Smooth Integration

Ensto and NOVEXIA sought synergies at 

every level over the course of 2011. Finan-

cial reports were harmonized, NOVEXIA 

adapted Ensto’s CRM system, its visual 

identity was adapted to meet Ensto's 

house style, and NOVEXIA's website was 

integrated into Ensto.

Ensto’s sales team was given more 

in-depth training on NOVEXIA products, 

especially those which are slightly more 

technically complex than comparable 

Ensto products.

Also, a new NOVEXIA showroom was 

created in Villefranche-sur-Saône. Opened 

on January 16th, the 146-square-meter 

display space shows a wide range of pro-

ducts used for medium and low voltage 

overhead and underground networks and 

Smart Grid solutions.

“The showroom,” says Tadec, “demons-

trates the complementary nature of Ensto 

and NOVEXIA product offerings. It’s a store-

front for Ensto Group, and the space will be 

used to promote all of our products and 

serve as premises to welcome countless 

customers.”

Shared Values 

Integration of the two companies was 

eased by a number of shared values. 

Both Ensto and NOVEXIA are family-

owned, and common ground was found in 

this from day one. Both believe in open-

ness as the basis for good business and 

customer satisfaction. But perhaps the 

most important shared value was commu-

nication. Integration meetings held early 

on ensured that things got off on the  

right foot.

Greater Growth in 2012?

While complementary product lines was 

a top reason for the companies joining 

forces, NOVEXIA’s geographic spheres of 

influence also counted heavily. Its pre-

sence in France, Africa, Asia and South 

America have very little overlap with those 

managed by Ensto, and so in 2012 the 

group will continue to look to leverage 

those synergies created between the sales 

networks of the two companies.

"Our aim is for NOVEXIA to promote 

Ensto products in its spheres of influ-

ence and Ensto sales teams will promote 

NOVEXIA products in their own spheres," 

says Tadec. 

With 2011 growth greater than 14 per-

cent in a down economy, Tadec doesn’t 

wish to speculate about 2012, other than 

to say signs are good for another positive 

year. 

NOVEXIA, a manufacturer of products providing stability to and control of the electrical grid,  

was integrated into Ensto on October 2010. Almost two years later, just how successful  

has the match been? 

 
WHEN FRANCE 
MARRIES FINLAND

ensto today 
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T
hales is currently constructing 

its communications headquar-

ters, named “Cristal,” the big-

gest facility under construction 

in Ile-de-France, France's most populated 

administrative region which is composed 

mostly of the Paris metropolitan area. The 

Thales facility will occupy seven hectares 

with nine buildings totaling 87,500 square 

meters of workspace.

Ensto’s role in Cristal is to supply elec-

trical contractors with Enstonet light- and 

power wiring accessories, the Ensto Work-

point solution, as well as electric vehicle 

charging stations. 

For a company as dynamic as Thales 

and an office the size of Cristal, Ensto 

Workpoint provided the needed flexibility. 

“People and companies are in constant 

flux,” says Jean-Jacques Tanchou, Ensto’s 

salesman in charge of the project. “They’re 

growing, reorganizing, moving. Each 

has its own special requirements which 

creates extra costs. Workpoint makes the 

space attractive for a wider variety of users 

and maximizes practicality.”

Ensto Workpoint enables the move-

ment of electrical data connections as 

needs dictate. It connects directly to the 

prefabricated EnstoNet installation system 

which makes electricity distribution faster 

and more affordable.

But in addition to the reliability of Ensto 

products, the relationship with Ensto 

weighed significantly in decisions made 

for Thales’ Cristal. 

Claude Gond, an engineer with 

Fouassin Enterprises who is overseeing 

the installation of Ensto products: “What 

matters above all is the long-standing 

relationship we have with Patrick Lapleau 

[sales manager, Ensto France] whom I have 

known since 1994. The installer-direct sup-

plier relationship is critical to us because it 

allows us to express our needs directly to 

the manufacturer." 

Originally a defense company with a strong presence in the French market, 

Thales is today a multinational company with almost 70,000 employees. 

 Ensto Workpoint makes the space attractive for 
a wider variety of users and maximizes practicality."

 
JEAN-JACQUES TANCHOU, Salesman in charge of the project, Ensto

THALES - ENSTO 

PARTNERSHIP 
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A
mbitious" is the word to 

describe India. The Jawaharlal 

Nehru National Solar Mission 

alone is a major enough initia-

tive to establish India as a global leader in 

solar energy.

The National Solar Mission’s first-

phase plan through 2012 is to capture 

"low hanging options" in solar thermal 

and to promote off-grid systems to serve 

populations without access to commercial 

energy. But that is only the beginning.

“By 2022, India’s ambition is to have 20 

gigawatts in solar capacity,” says Manish 

Sharma, Sales Manager of Ensto Indus-

trial Solutions in India. Currently, though 

estimates differ, the entire world's installed 

solar power capacity totals 40 gigawatts.

India’s target for 2050 is 200 gigawatts 

of solar capacity. This bold ambition is all 

the more remarkable when one considers 

that the amount of solar energy produced 

in India meets less than one percent of its 

total energy demand, and that the project 

is estimated to cost 20 billion US dollars.

Parallel to India’s quest to lead the 

world in solar energy is its need to bring 

power to its rural areas. According to the 

New York Times, there are more than 400 

million people, most of them villagers, 

who live without electricity in India. The 

poorest state, Bihar, has 80 million resi-

dents, 85 percent of whom live without a 

grid connection.

Where ‘failure is not an option’

Ensto is positioning itself to play a part 

in helping India achieve its goals, espe-

cially in the segments of power grids, pho-

tovoltaic, enclosing solutions for large 

infrastructure projects, and water- and 

wastewater treatment.

“Thermoplastics is the initial priority,” 

says Ensto’s Sharma, referencing enclosing 

solutions. “There are simply no players 

who can offer the same range and quality 

that Ensto offers.”

Those plastic boxes which can be cus-

tomized hundreds of different ways make 

Ensto a candidate for big public tenders, 

which Jukka Riekkinen, Sales Director of 

A Ballad of  
East and West:  
Ensto in India

ensto today 
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Ensto Industrial Solutions, terms “projects 

where failure is not an option.”

“We want the metros, the railways, the 

power plants,” says Riekkinen, “politically 

important, high-profile projects where 

high-quality products like ours are both 

understood and valued.” Riekkinen likens 

it to Ensto’s work in China: “At the Beijing 

Olympics our junction boxes were con-

trolling the lights. Control units in the 

Taipei metro are in our enclosures.”

While Ensto will begin with flexible 

enclosing solutions which are proven 

internationally, the Ensto team says that 

market-specific products will quickly be 

developed which exploit Ensto strengths.

In addition to the wide range of pro-

ducts, Ensto’s UV-blocking enclosures are 

critical for the photovoltaic sector with 

their unusually high IP ratings (Ingress Pro-

tection). “69K is the highest, used in the 

medical industry, but 66/67 is standard 

for the industries Ensto serves,” says Riek-

kinen. “Current producers in India are able 

to make only 55/65, making us the clear 

market leader.”

A New Way of Working

For a Finnish company to occupy a market 

leadership position in India, however, will 

require more than a quality product. Just 

as Finnish and Indian weather differ, so 

do business climates. And Ensto is learn-

ing to adjust.  

“Everything takes time in India,” 

explains Sharma, who then immediately 

points out the paradox, “but speed is still 

of great importance.”

While traffic and infrastructure create a 

situation where it may take an Ensto engi-

neer five hours to cover 180 kilometers by 

car, Sharma’s point is that business and 

government still do not like to wait.

“In terms of tenders, the business cul-

ture is one of very intense rushing,” says 

Tommi Liuska, Global Account Manager 

with Ensto Industrial Solutions. “There are 

long periods of waiting, but when you 

have permission to act, you must be very 

quick." 

 If even one-third of India’s ambitions are  

fulfilled, it will be a huge market.”  
TOMI GARDEMEISTER, President of Ensto Industrial Solutions

continued  
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And the market demands very fast 

lead times, says Riekkinen, which Ensto 

can play to its advantage. “Speed and 

flexibility in customer specs; our manu-

facturing and design methods – we can 

modify the product very easily and fast.” 

Riekkinen says the business culture can 

be “…even more challenging than Europe 

or China. He who can deliver fast in the 

moment of opportunity can win the deal.”

And what do the Indians think of the 

Finns? “No one has negative feelings 

toward us,” says Liuska. “But maybe they 

don’t have positive feelings, either. It’s up 

to us to leave the impression.”

Consuming the Sun 
 
One such favorable impression has been 

left with key Ensto client, Consun, a tech-

nology enabler of India’s nascent solar 

industry. Taking its name from "Consume 

Sun," Consun uses the Cubo series of 

enclosures for its combiner boxes, pre-

combiner boxes, and array junction boxes.    

    Ilangovan Angiah, founder and mana-

ging director of Consun, notes that the 

National Solar Mission's reverse bidding 

process has created a situation where 

"grid parity is achieved much earlier than 

expected and leads to plenty of roof-top 

systems and hence opens a huge market."  

And why partner with Ensto? Ilangovan 

says quality and customer satisfaction 

were the key reasons he chose Ensto. He 

praises the product range, noting, "Where-

ver we wish to go, Ensto is already there."

How High is Up?

Although the market is huge, Ensto 

is taking a step-by-step conservative 

approach.

Time must be spent doing sales work 

to communicate the virtues of plastic. 

Despite the fact that Ensto plastic enclo-

sures can’t be broken with a sledge-

hammer, are corrosion free, and more 

flexible for clients, metal boxes are still  

the market norm. 

“Fifteen years ago nobody used plastic 

in India and the market had to be con-

vinced,” says Liuska. “There’s still a lot of 

work to do to transfer demand to plastic 

enclosures.” 

While India’s market size is difficult to 

estimate, Ensto’s Sharma estimates that 

high-protection enclosures will represent 

roughly five percent of the total enclosure 

market. “Growth should be around 20 per-

cent per year,” he adds.

“It’s a young, fresh market for us,” adds 

Riekkinen. “It’s not saturated. There is a 

need for new players.”

Independence in All Forms

One might argue that despite all the other 

benefits to India’s National Energy Mis-

sion, it has created excitement above all 

else. Those involved at every level speak in 

awe-struck terms of both the scale of the 

venture, as well as the palpable energy on 

the ground in India. 

It’s perhaps only fitting that the Mis-

sion takes its name from Jawaharlal Nehru, 

India's first Prime Minister and charis-

matic leader who advocated complete 

independence for India from the British 

Empire. Were Nehru alive today, he would 

no doubt be pleased by a plan which 

amounts to yet one more form of inde-

pendence. That of energy.  

      It’s a young, fresh market for us. It’s not  
saturated. There is a need for new players."
 
JUKKA RIEKKINEN, Sales director of Ensto Industrial Solutions

ensto today 

A Ballad of East and West: Ensto in India
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First  
Foray
“Modest” might describe Ensto’s first 

steps in India, but the word certainly does 

not apply to the growth that’s followed.

In 2007, Ensto put its toe in the 

water by hiring a local representa-

tive. By autumn 2009 a sales office and 

manufacturing facility was opened in 

Manesar near New Delhi with low voltage 

overhead line products rolling off the 

assembly line as soon as March 2010.

Even before the National Solar Mission, 

India’s government was committed to 

significant public expenditures for elec-

trical network development – its target 

was to at least halve the excessive 30-plus 

percent loss rate from electricity transfer 

and distribution. (For comparison’s sake, 

Finland's loss is less than four percent.)

Since 2010, a vast quantity of line 

building projects have begun according 

to India's R-APDRP program intended to 

stem electrical distribution losses. Part B 

of R-APDRP guidelines sanctions projects 

in 15 Indian states, including 907 towns 

at an approved cost of over 193 billion 

rupees (almost three billion euros). The 

goal of the funding is concentrated on 

the reduction of transfer and distribution 

losses to below 15 percent on a sustained 

basis over a five year period.

India’s network growth and efficiency 

plans make Ensto products a natural 

choice. Products for India begin 

with Ensto overheads and also 

include underground products, 

power quality and network auto-

mation products, not to mention 

enclosing solutions, smart buil-

ding technology products, and 

even EV charging units.

Indian officials have faith that 

Ensto can help reduce transfer 

and distribution losses. "The 

weakest point in our [six-million 

kilometer] network is a connec-

tion joint, and energy loss across 

each joint is approximately 10 watts… By 

use of Ensto connectors it can be reduced 

to a minimum level and huge energy can 

be saved," Sanjay Gupta, General Manager 

of Business Development at Ensto India, 

told the Indian publication PowerWatch.

President of Ensto Utility Networks, 

Markku Wederhorn, says Ensto will not 

compromise on product quality. "As we 

are re-engineering our products for the 

Indian market and local components 

deliveries, we need to make sure that the 

quality both meets Ensto’s expectations 

and exceeds local standards. This is why 

we have built an extensive testing labora-

tory in our Manser plant, too.”

Wederhorn estimates that turnover 

should triple over the next three years 

with Ensto doubling its workforce in India 

by the end of 2012.

“Ensto's sales figures in India are rapidly 

rising with widening certified products 

offering and delivery capacities,” says 

Wederhorn. “As awareness of Ensto's pre-

sence grows thanks to product delive-

ries and expanding sales activity, factory 

volumes are increasing.”   

   An installation team prepares a feeder joint for the distribution network.
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In September 2011, the In#niti M35h ("h" for hybrid) set the Guinness World Record for 

the standing quarter mile: 13.9031 seconds. The result put the car in a class with cars 

like the 1982 Lamborghini Countach 1, as well as within tenths of seconds of some 

Porsches, Ferraris, and Aston Martins, and dismissed any notion that "eco"  

is synonymous with "sacri#ce." 

 
The Intelligent 
AUTO INDUSTRY 

ensto today 
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KNOW YOUR ACRONYMS 

EV Electric Vehicle

BEV Battery Electric Vehicle

EREV Extended Range Electric Vehicle

HEV Hybrid Electric Vehicle

ICE Internal Combustion Engine

PHEV Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle

PHV Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle
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How do you see the market share of 
chargeable hybrid cars in Europe in 
two, five and ten years?

Two years, 0.10 percent market share. Five 

years, 1 percent. Ten years, 10 percent.

What about fully electric cars along 
the same horizon?

Two years, 1 percent. Five years, 2 percent. 

And ten years, 5 percent.

So fully electric cars will gain market 
share in the short term but lose it in 
the longer term? Are EVs just sexy at 
the moment?

Bear in mind the phrase often attributed 

to Nils Bohr, that forecasting is difficult, 

especially about the future.

If we just talk about the top five in 

Europe – Great Britain, Germany, France, 

Italy, and Spain, the key markets for the 

car industry in Europe. If we talk about 

electric cars then 2020 share could be 

around 4 or 5 percent. The first customers 

are business-to-business customers; they 

want to be green. For 2015, our forecast 

is that 70 percent of cars that are bought 

will be by the B2B customer. By 2020, 

we predict a 50/50 balance between 

business-to-business and business-to-

consumer. Half a million cars with a 4.5 

percent market share.

But of the seven types of power trains, 

I believe that the plug-in hybrid is the 

future. It’s more affordable than electric 

cars, requires a smaller battery. It gives 

you longer range for the weekend and 

holidays. And it has no infrastructure 

requirement for the long-distance drive.

When we’re talking about Europe and 

see how people are driving then the 

plug-in hybrid is the future. But of course 

in megacities of 20 million people, fully 

electric vehicles certainly are necessary.

Take Paris as an example. The number 

of registered cars in Paris is declining. Just 

parking on a Saturday in Paris costs about 

80 euros. It’s cheaper to hire a driver than 

it is to park the car. Electric cars drive 150 

kilometers on a “full tank,” and you pay 

less than two euros for “fuel.” The trend 

in big cities is to search for intelligent 

solutions. 

But does car sharing go against 
Henry Ford’s idea – and one which 
the auto industry has embraced – of 
each of us affording a car?

The globally thinking individual will be 

more mobile but in a much more intelli-

gent way. So the auto industry is putting 

intelligent solutions in the market.

If you take the Netherlands and Den-

mark, consumers in those countries are 

more willing to share a car than those in 

southern Europe. It’s a tendency from 

north to south to be open to the idea.

If you come to the question of how 

the car industry is seeing this future, 

we are going to alternative mobility 

concepts. Car sharing and intermodality 

Ensto Today spoke with Michael Speh, In&niti Europe’s Regional Director  

Central Europe to discuss the future of electric- and hybrid vehicles.

ensto today 
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      I believe that the plug-in hybrid is the future.  

It’s more affordable than electric cars, requires a smaller battery."
 

MICHAEL SPEH, In&niti Europe’s Regional Director Central Europe 

MICHAEL SPEH is a career auto 

industry executive. 

He started his career in strategic 

planning and marketing with 

Volkswagen in Germany, later 

re-joining the company in Sao 

Paulo as Export Manager respon-

sible for the USA, Canada, Mexico, 

Argentina, and Europe. He has 

worked for Carena Motors, the Fiat 

Auto Group, and Skoda Auto India. 

From 2009 to 2012 he was with 

PSA Peugeot Citroën where he 

headed Business Development 

and Sales for electric vehicles, 

as well as serving as Director for 

International Mobility Projects.

Speh is currently Infiniti Europe's 

Regional Director for Central 

Europe based in Geneva and 

Cologne. 

solutions – arrive with German Railway, 

and there’s Flinkster with an electric car 

or electric bicycle – are in the focus of the 

intelligent car industry. Advanced sharing 

models.

Are subsidies and incentives we see 
today essential to the success of 
electric- and hybrid vehicles? Or are 
the savings generated a substantial 
enough argument?

There are different support systems in 

countries. Some places you can get up to 

6,000 euros back on the vehicle purchase. 

In London the benefit is that you don’t pay 

to enter the city, so you can save five to six 

thousand euros. Germany doesn’t give any 

support. 

The support is currently necessary 

for starting to integrate electric cars, but 

when the prices will go down in three to 

five years then governments will not be 

able to support it. They may support it 

differently. In New York you can drive EVs 

in the bus lane and get free electricity 

in some cases. In cities like Rome, where 

there are zero pollution zones, you’ll only 

be able to enter with electric cars. 

From your side of the industry, 

what’s the biggest weakness of the 
EV charging stations themselves? 
What needs to be improved?

Starting from the electric cars themselves, 

then they cannot be ugly little gray cars. 

Electric vehicles in the future must some-

how be sexy. The charging station must 

also be a sexy thing in the city. I’ve seen 

some that look horrible, where you almost 

hurt your fingers trying to get inside them.

People buy consumer goods not 

because of price, but because of the 

design which is absolutely important. Of 

course functionality is important, too. 

They must be absolutely safe if someone 

crashes into them. They must be resistant 

to vandalism, as well.

It’s also important to consider which 

kind of charging stations we are going 

to put where. In the garage or outside? 

Take a classical station which requires six 

to eight hours to charge, and the intelli-

gent box which communicates to the car, 

consider the importance of getting green 

energy into the car, and fairly priced elec-

tricity, too, meaning not at peak hours, but 

when electricity is cheap. 

 There are also the needs of different 

kinds of companies. Taxis will need fast-

charging stations – to be 80 percent 

charged in 30 minutes – but here we have 

the cost issue at the moment. Huge com-

panies are now working on this like Sie-

mens and Bosch. e8energy in Germany is 

developing a mobile fast-charging system. 

What car you are driving now  
and why?

An Infiniti M35h. Its advanced drive train 

combines a V6 gasoline engine with 

an electric motor to deliver 364 horse-

power and is currently the fastest acce-

lerating full hybrid sedan on the market. 

With 5.5 seconds from zero to 100 kph it 

set not only the Guinness world record 

over the standing quarter mile, but shows 

a consumption of 7.0 liters per 100 km on 

the level of a compact car.

The car has a “forest air” button. You 

don’t know what it is? It was the same for 

me! Check it out!*  

*NB! We did check it out: The Forest Air 

system is a cabin air purifier that seeks out 

and destroys odors. The system also adjusts 

humidity and can create a "gentle breeze,” 

with the goal of providing air circulation  

that feels natural.  
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Tallinn - Monaco 
FUN IN THE NAME OF TECHNOLOGY TESTING 

MONACO

ensto today 
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I
t wasn’t a traditional long rally, rather 

the June 2011 race was run in the 

name of celebrating and advancing 

electric vehicle technology. 

Participants included a Tesla capable of 

200 kph speeds, a Mitsubishi, Peugeot and 

Citroen, and to kick off the first leg of the 

race, Ensto’s Doris, the Volkswagen Passat 

often seen charging in front of the Porvoo 

plant.

Dignitaries were on hand to launch 

the race, and among those present at the 

finish line to award trophies were HSH 

Albert II, the Prince of Monaco, and Timo 

Miettinen, Chairman of the Board of Ensto 

Group. 

Working in a pit crew capacity, Ensto's 

role in the rally was critical. Ensto’s mobile 

charging units – two units of six charging 

poles each and a distribution center – 

trailed the competing cars and were avai-

lable throughout the rally route.

Each day, participants drove two 

200-kilometer legs, charging at every pit 

stop. Ensto’s system was capable of han-

ding twelve cars charging simultaneously, 

with eight hours needed for a full charge. 

It was more routine, however, to charge 

three to six hours, says Allan Ahlgren, 

Ensto’s Director of Electric Vehicle Charging 

Solutions.

Ahlgren says it will be many years 

before it’s possible to cover a typical 

daily route of the rally on a single charge, 

though hybrids which cover the first 100 

kilometers on electricity and then switch 

to combustion engines will soon be avai-

lable. “Today, you can cover 250 to 300 

kilometers in a Tesla,” adds Ahlgren, “and 

the Mercedes B range coming in 2013 will 

cover about 250 kilometers.”

But the event isn’t about speed or 

range either one. “It’s a great possibility to 

test our equipment, and of course we get 

publicity,” says Ahlgren. “But also it’s a lot 

of fun.” 

“We hope the race will be permanent,” 

says Ahlgren, who has already begun 

planning for possible future races. He says 

if Ensto participates, Ensto clients will be 

invited to drive certain legs of the race. 

Racers, if the green light is given, start your 

engines. And let the competition for those 

coveted driving positions begin! 

   Upper left: HSH Albert II waves the victory %ag.  

Right: Prince Albert with Ensto's Chairman Timo Miettinen.

Tallinn to Monaco: Eight countries, ten days, fifteen electric vehicles.  
All powered by twelve Ensto chargers.
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R
ussia’s ambition to decrease total 

energy consumption 40 percent 

by 2020 makes Ensto a natural 

partner. Cooperation agreements 

have been forged in both the Moscow and 

St. Petersburg areas.

IDGC Holding and Ensto entered into a 

partnership in August 2011, to develop the 

Russian distribution grid complex. Two 

months later, in October, a similar agree-

ment was entered into between Ensto 

and JSC Lenenergo, another state-owned 

branch of IDGC.

Both relationships help build the basis 

for the evolution of electric power distri-

bution and improvement of its reliability 

and efficiency. The agreements pave the 

way for cooperation in science and tech-

nology and the upgrade of the power grid 

complex. 

“Products by Ensto have proved 

themselves in the Russian market,” said 

General Director of JSC Lenenergo Andrey 

Sorochinsky. Nikolay Shvets, Director of 

Big Handshakes 
in Russia 

      Products by Ensto have proved  

themselves in the Russian market."    
ANDREY SOROCHINSKY, General Director, JSC Lenenergo

ensto today 
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IDGC Holding, specifically praised Ensto-

branded fittings as ideal for the Russian 

climate. Ensto’s Timo Luukkainen termed 

the agreements “an honor for Ensto,” and 

noted that shared climatic conditions 

would mean significant advantages in 

product development.

The potential for cooperation is 

impressive: IDGC Holding and its ope-

rational subsidiaries total extension of 

grids run in excess of 2.1 million kilome-

ters, making it one of the largest power 

grid companies globally. IDGC employs 

190,000 professionals. 

   JSC Lenenergo General Director Andrey Sorochinsky (left) and President of Ensto 

Group Timo Luukkainen sign on the dotted line.

Lenenergo 

Lenenergo is one of the largest electri-

city distribution companies in Russia. As 

the result of reforms in the power sector 

in 2005, Lenenergo's main functions are 

the provision of electricity over 110-0.4-

kV networks and access for consumers 

to the electricity network in the Saint 

Petersburg and the Leningrad Region.

The company's priorities are to 

improve corporate governance, attract 

more investment in the power grid and 

rebuild electrical installations for the 

development of an advanced electricity 

sector that supports economic growth 

and provides a reliable electricity supply 

for Saint Petersburg and the Leningrad 

Oblast.

Lenenergo’s main tasks are to 

improve the quality of operations, 

maintenance and repair of equip-

ment, reducing technical breakdowns 

in 6-110-kV networks and reducing the 

time required to solve problems. 

The company's human and techno-

logical resources enable the application 

of new technologies in the operation 

of production equipment, including 

the use of modern diagnostic tools in 

6-110-kV networks. 
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N 
ever say never. And with electric 

cars, it may be best not to pre-

dict timelines at all. Allan Ahlg-

ren, Ensto’s Director of Electric 

Vehicle Charging Solutions, is fond of tel-

ling one such story about Russia.

“In a management meeting in February 

of 2011, our sales director in Russia, Sergey 

Zapassky, predicted it would take five to 

10 years before electric cars would have a 

presence in Russia.”

“In March I was in Lapland and Sergey 

called to say that now the Russian govern-

ment wants electric cars for Russia.” 

At the end of the very same month, 

Ahlgren was at an electric vehicle tech-

nology exhibition in Parma, Italy. “I was 

standing at 9:10 a.m. on the first morning of 

the show and three Russians came through 

the doors and walked straight to us. They 

informed me that they were present to buy 

the first charging units for Russia.”

Seven months later, in November 2011, 

Ensto delivered its first charging poles to 

Russia.

Russia is a prime example of the power 

of electric cars to surprise. Although no 

one previously imagined the green light 

of an Ensto charging pole glowing outside 

the Kremlin’s door, the seed of electric 

vehicles is now planted in Russia. Ensto’s 

Matti Rae, Director of New Technologies, 

has predicted that by 2050 the majority of 

all cars will be at least partially electric.

And where there are cars there must 

be charging systems. “A commonly used 

estimate is that there will be 2.5 charging 

units per car,” says Allan Ahlgren. “There’ll 

be one unit at home and another at work, 

with the 0.5 coming from public charging 

units.” The potential is staggering. “Every 

single place on earth, where you naturally 

park a car, is a potential place for an Ensto 

EV Charging pole.”

Although it’s unlikely all charging poles 

will be made by Ensto, there’s good reason 

to expect that many will be. Russia selected 

Ensto charging poles for the very same 

reason other customers have. “Our design 

is unrivaled – the poles are nice to look at,” 

says Ahlgren. “Quality wise, we’re at the top 

of the segment. We have excellent sup-

porting software. And Ensto is very good at 

customer relations and service.”

Ensto charging poles are not the 

cheapest, but in settings where both 

appearance and quality matter, Ensto  

products generally prevail.

Ensto’s most high-profile order to date 

has arguably been Norway, which has 

taken delivery of almost 1,000 units. But 

recently, in addition to Russia’s order, Ensto 

began delivering to all Toyota dealerships 

in Sweden for next year’s launch of the 

plug-in hybrid Prius.

Ensto also recently delivered charging 

poles to the Mercedes Benz winter test-

driving facility in Lapland, where the Mer-

cedes Vito is being tested. 

Currently 20 countries have taken 

delivery of Ensto charging poles, and dis-

cussions are underway for an additional 75 

projects in a variety of European countries.

Although Russia’s order – 40 units total 

so far – is not the biggest of those, it may 

still be Ahlgren’s favorite. It’s a story to dine 

out on, for sure, a story of surprise and 

potential, which just may be the story of 

electric vehicles themselves.  

 
EVs IN MOSCOW
The Greening of Russia

ensto today  

   Ensto Area Sales Manager Tatiana Sporova demonstrates  

an electric vehicle charging post to a Moscow customer.
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O
NE Nordic, one of the Nordic 

region’s leading contractors 

in the fields of energy techno-

logy, offered its installers an 

extensive training session in March 2012. 

The installers received thorough theoretical 

and practical training about underground 

cables and their accessories. Ensto was 

proud to be involved in the unique event 

with its Ensto Pro training program.

Headquartered in Malmö, Sweden, 

ONE employs approximately 1,500 

people throughout Sweden and 

Norway, and its desire was to train a 

total of 80 installers from the Scania 

region, 20 each week, over a period of 

four weeks.

“We arrange trainings mainly during 

the first quarter so that our installers 

can concentrate on real installation work 

during other times,” says Ulrika Delin, Trai-

ning Coordinator with ONE Nordic.

And in Nordic countries, “first quarter” 

is synonymous with “winter.” In tempera-

tures of -3 to +15ºC installers were trained 

outdoors under actual climatic conditions. 

Tents were set up in Hässleholm, in the 

backyard of ONE’s office building, where 

Ensto Pro trainers went to work side by side 

with installers from ONE.

This type of training has enormous 

benefits for both parties. Despite getting 

one’s hands cold working outdoors, a lot of 

vital listening and learning goes on. 

“The goal is to offer the most up-to-

date information for all our installers and 

also direct feedback to the suppliers. This 

way we all win,” says ONE’s Delin.

“In a short time span we meet many 

installers and get very good feedback 

which we also intend to utilize,” says Ken-

neth Lindholm, Sales Manager with Ensto 

Sweden. “For example, our installation ins-

tructions will be redone according to what 

we have discussed here. Also, we can give 

our view on our products and the separate 

components so that their importance and 

function are clear for the installers.” 

For ONE training, face-to-face means a 

collegial experience where a wide variety of 

parties come together, including the cable 

manufacturer Nexans, accessory makers like 

Ensto and Tyco, as well as Svensk Energi, a 

member organization dedicated to gathe-

ring information about the power industry 

in Sweden. 

For Ensto, taking part in such activities 

has been business as usual since the early 

days of the company’s founding. “Thou-

sands of customers are trained each year,” 

says Maria Vickholm, Ensto Marketing Spe-

cialist attached to the Ensto Pro program. 

“Ensto Pro is a service we offer to our cus-

tomers to conserve their resources. A well-

handled training shortens installation time 

and minimizes installation errors.”

And Ensto Pro will once again take to 

the road in a variety of countries, cities and 

venues. Also, ONE’s training may soon begin 

again - this time our Ensto Pro team mee-

ting the installers of northern Sweden. 

Ensto Pro: 
FACE-TO-FACE  
TRAINING AND DIALOGUE 
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I
’ve spent my life putting holes in 

boxes,” jokes iLECSYS’s Engineering 

Manager Peter Dickson. But that would 

be a lot of holes. In a lot of boxes.

Combining an engineering background 

with a business model built on large stocks 

has allowed the company to thrive during 

times when others have struggled. iLECSYS 

holds roughly 1.8 million euros worth of 

inventory and typically delivers a custo-

mized order in seven to 10 days. Standard 

orders are dispatched within 24 hours.

“We have 14 machining centers and we 

aim to offer a service about as quick and as 

slick as we possibly can. We’re the largest 

independent stockist of enclosure product 

in the UK,” says Dickson. “Having the facili-

ties to machine, plus a massive amount of 

stock puts you in a strong position. If we 

quote a job we can do it knowing we’ve got 

the product.”

While the company’s roots are origi-

nally in distribution, it has made a shift 

over recent years toward customization. 

“We see customization and design as the 

area where we have more control,” says 

Dickson.

Control has paid off, and the com-

pany has seen growth of 14 to 20 percent 

year on year. “Five years ago the company 

employed 25,” says Dickson. “Today we 

employ 50.”

Part of that growth is thanks to Ensto. 

A large part of what iLECSYS sends out 

its doors are Ensto products. But it wasn’t 

always that way.

iLECSYS – Intelligent Electrical Control Systems – has long been a key  

Ensto partner in the UK with a business built on the manufacturing  

and distribution of customized enclosures. 

 
 

Holes in Boxes 
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Relationship ABCs

Ten years ago, when iLECSYS operated 

under the name MGB Electric and focused 

mostly on distribution, Dickson says Ensto 

was one of six or eight suppliers to the 

company. 

“Ensto wasn’t the strongest at that time 

in representation terms, but it had a good 

core product,” says Dickson. “But today it’s 

the largest single spend on thermoplastic 

enclosures that we have.”

Part of the growth in the relationship 

may be attributed to the popularization of 

plastic enclosures, with iLECSYS experien-

cing year on year growth of 25 percent 

over the past three years. “But Ensto’s way 

of working has changed,” says Dickson, 

“and contributed significantly to the par-

tnership.”

“Ten years ago we weren’t visiting Ensto 

factories,” says Dickson. “Ensto support 

for our business has gotten much better. 

Tomi Gardemeister, President of the Ensto 

Industry business unit, has an understan-

ding of our business model. In a nutshell, 

Ensto has taken the time to learn about our 

business.”

The time invested has paid off for both 

iLECSYS and Ensto, with relationships 

now being built in multiple business units 

within Ensto.

Growth Areas

Now, the partners are poised for even more 

growth.

“Ensto has massive benefits over its 

competitors and lends itself to our cus-

tomer base,” says Dickson. “We’re not sup-

plying the lighter end of the electronics 

market. We’re dealing with electrical based 

companies wanting a rugged box. Ensto 

fits the bill.”

“Three-and-a-half years ago we started 

talking to distribution companies within 

the rail industry. We talked about deve-

loping a product we thought there was a 

need for. They were prepared to buy into 

it if we did the ground work. Three years 

later it’s representing a good business for 

us. We’re being asked to present to senior 

asset owners within the rail structure and 

Ensto figures in over 50 percent of the 

design.”

That’s saying something. The rail 

industry is one known to hold fast to tra-

dition. But with iLECSYS and Ensto’s Cubo 

O enclosures, things are beginning to 

change.

“Since the year eighteen-hundred-and-

something the UK rail industry has been 

built on steel. Steel everything.” Dickson 

says there hasn’t been an attempt to do 

things differently due to a lack of thought 

and lack of support for suppliers. “They’ve 

tried plastic and it’s failed or blown away. 

The battle that we’ve had has been to try 

to explain that there are better ways of 

doing things. Metal platforms are all very 

well and on the face of it cheap, but they 

are expensive to install and maintain.” 

Rail is not the only growth area Dickson 

sees. The oil and gas business is similar to 

rail in nature: ATEX (potentially explosive) 

environments demand safety critical pro-

ducts.

“Last year, we manufactured and sup-

plied 37,000 enclosures for the oil and 

gas industry,” says Dickson, “When Ensto 

announced Cubo X enclosures it seemed a 

good idea to build that product into what 

we were doing.” 

Catching Up

Dickson says Ensto and iLECSYS have 

caught up with one another on a techni-

cal level and a communications level. “The 

next thing to do is to catch up on a corpo-

rate level. I’d like to see iLECSYS considered 

within the Ensto group of customers as a 

strategic solutions provider rather than just 

a distributor. I recognize we’re tucked away 

on a small island, but I think there is lots of 

benefit for both of us, especially in oil and 

gas. Particularly the Cubo X, a new deve-

lopment in sector Ensto not historically 

associated with.” 

Dickson views this type of coopera-

tion as a way for iLECSYS gain ground as a 

strategic supporter in Europe. He envi-

sions Ensto and iLECSYS working together 

to break through in industries which are 

tough nuts to crack: like they’ve done in 

rail, which is local-market-specific and 

funded internally with closed book tech-

nologies. 

“Ensto as a supplier has responded 

every time we’ve needed support,” says 

Dickson. “They’ve provided us with tes-

ting; they’ve validated certificates; they’ve 

upgraded certifications. Ensto has been 

there when we needed them.” 

   Ensto Cubo X boxes are created for demanding circumstances.
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Flexibility

Johnny Olesen, Hans Følsgaard’s Divi-

sion Manager for Industry, took his first job 

with Følsgaard in the early 1980s and has 

worked with Ensto at various points throu-

ghout his career.

HF most highly regards Ensto’s flexibi-

lity, which is critical in a small market like 

Denmark where orders are generally in 

small quantities. 

“Ensto is willing to do special products 

even in low volumes. Bear in mind that we 

don’t have many in Denmark who can use 

tens of thousands of boxes of the same 

type, so Ensto’s strength is in flexibility and 

enclosures in less than 100 pieces.”

HF also praises Ensto’s willingness to 

assume risk on projects which are not defi-

nite. “Ensto will invest in a program with-

out a firm order or contract proposal on 

hand. They will send out engineers with 

us to go to the end customer to discuss 

design and application just as long as we 

validate that the project is real.”

Challenges

Of course, there are particular challenges 

to thriving in small markets, and for Hans 

Følsgaard that challenge is the multi- 

distributor system. 

“It’s important to understand that 

Hans Følsgaard of Denmark, an engineering house which began 

as an electrical wholesaler in Copenhagen, has been in business 

90 years. It has been an Ensto partner for nearly one-third of that 

time. So what are the secrets to an enduring partnership?

 
 

Thirty Years  
and Counting... 

ensto today 
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our market is the size of Hamburg,” says 

Olesen. “Denmark is four hours corner to 

corner, and many suppliers means that 

they step on each other’s toes.”

This small-market problem manifests 

itself when a company like Følsgaard does 

engineering designs on a job and specifies 

Ensto products. In this situation potential 

exists for HF to be undercut in the supply 

stage by a competitive supplier willing to 

sell the Ensto product for less. 

“In that kind of situation,” Olesen says, 

“the manufacturer gains market, but Føls-

gaard loses.” So HF has challenged Ensto 

to help find a solution. 

Ensto is well aware of the situation and 

realizes that the system leads to chal-

lenges on the local market. Ulf Hellström, 

Ensto’s Director of Sales and Marketing for 

Nordic countries, says it is in Ensto’s inte-

rest to handle all projects in a professional 

way: “This means that we don’t allow two 

distributors to approach the same project 

with an agreed technical solution and we 

don’t favor anybody.” 

“We keep a close dialogue with HF, 

although not an optimal situation for 

them,” says Hellström, “and we hope they 

see that we are making our best efforts to 

help them being competitive.”

Solutions

HF recognizes that effort. “What Ensto has 

done is that we cooperate very closely. We 

try to incorporate our specialties into the 

box to make it difficult for the competition 

to copy. The end customers have been 

thrilled with the engineering, and some 

very large projects have developed.”

One example is a project HF and Ensto 

are cooperating on in the oil purification 

industry. Due to non-disclosure agree-

ments Olesen is not allowed to reveal 

further details, but he will say that “it’s a 

high volume project,” which has come 

to fruition thanks only to the Ensto-HF 

partnership. 

“HF is really grateful to Tomi Garde-

meister [President of Ensto Industrial 

Solutions] for pushing for the program 

resources. Ulf Hellström came on board 

a half year ago and has been great. Chris-

toph Lindström is the engineering mind 

behind it; he’s engineered the product 

with our Dennis Rasmussen. The end 

customer is thrilled.”

Ensto’s Key Account Manager Thomas 

Stolt also emphasizes the end customer. 

"It is essential that end users see the 

advantages of Ensto products. Flexibi-

lity, quality and delivery reliability are the 

watchwords."

The Next 30 Years

Given the modern competitive arena 

of international manufacturing, Olesen 

believes that the futures of Ensto and HF 

lie in each others’ hands. 

“The days are over where we can say, 

‘Yeah, right, it’s a Chinese product.’ The 

Chinese know what quality is. Ensto’s 

future will be in design, otherwise we 

will lose to the Chinese in price and avai-

lability.

Olesen looks to develop an even 

closer relationship to ensure both com-

panies’ success. “Ensto has workshops 

with us where we discuss what’s missing 

for the future, and where we get tied in 

with the product development.”

“A close relationship means Ensto 

considers us an integrated part of their 

operation, versus being a distributor. 

They get deep with us on customers. 

In this way we can work closer to gain 

market share.”  

 

Relationships 
and Explosive  
Environments 

Explosive environments require 

confidence in both products and rela-

tionships.

It’s not just any relationship where a 

manufacturer allows a distributor to be 

the first to show its ATEX product to 

the world. But that’s what happened at 

Scandinavia’s largest industry expo, the 

HI11 exhibition in Denmark in September 

2011, where Ensto’s ATEX products were 

unveiled for the first time by its distribu-

tion partner Hans Følsgaard. 

Følsgaard demonstrated Ensto’s tai-

lored enclosing systems for hazardous 

areas, which are certified to meet ATEX, 

IECEx, and GOST R requirements. The 

Ensto products provide the industry’s 

widest range of product options within 

the rigorous standards – including 

the option of a window – in order to 

enhance operational safety and reliabi-

lity in the work atmosphere.

“The products themselves are rather 

unusual,” says Ensto’s Marketing Coor-

dinator Riitta Seeck. “It’s even more 

unusual, though, that a distributor show 

our product to the world before our 

official unveiling. But with long-term, 

established relationships you get the 

opportunity to do some things that you 

couldn’t otherwise do. Hans Følsgaard 

has been that kind of reliable partner." 

     Ensto’s future will be in design,  
otherwise we will lose to the Chinese  
in price and availability.”
 
JOHNNY OLESEN, Division Manager for Industry, Hans Følsgaard
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Audits and Savings 

Energy audits of our facilities have been performed in 

Finland since 2005. While these are not yet systematically  

applied to all our locations, we aim to conduct these every 

five to seven years.

For our operations in Porvoo and Mikkeli, Finland, our goal 

is to reduce energy consumption nine percent by 2016  

(versus a 2009 benchmark). 

Encouraging Greener Transportation

Beginning in the autumn, CEO Timo Luukkainen will make 

his daily commute in an electric automobile. This not only 

saves the environment, but it saves the company money, too.

The friendlier the vehicle, the less heavily the benefit is 

taxed in an employee’s compensation package. Also, Ensto 

strictly forbids company cars with CO2 emissions exceeding 

150g/km.

At the Porvoo factory, we currently have three charging 

stations for electric vehicles with two more in the works.

Heat Recovery 

Our factories and offices use the Enervent Pro series heat 

recovery units. The result has meant a reduction of 25 percent in 

total energy consumption. 

Environmentally-Friendly Production 

Our Mikkeli plant, which makes 100,000 metal enclosures 

per year, has completely purged its paint line of zinc, replacing it 

with Oxsilan (based on functionalized organio-silane polymers).

 Savings were reaped by no longer having to keep the paint 

tank at exactly 45 degrees Celsius.

We estimate total savings to be 20,000 euros per year.

Recycling 

Ensto has container mills which accept many recyclable 

substances including paper, scrap, mixed waste, glass, metal, 

batteries, and small appliances.

We have installed a recycling station in our Porvoo plant, 

which is reducing our carbon emissions through minimizing 

unnecessary traffic to more distant waste disposal stations. It’s 

also popular for employees to bring their waste from home to 

the office.

All our main industrial sites have extensive waste recycling 

processes and industrial waste management is under continu-

ous development and monitoring.

When it comes to products, our new line of connectors is 

replacing the previous generation with both enhanced perfor-

mance and reduced environmental impacts. One example: the 

previous generation SLIW 11.1 connector has a total mass of 54 

grams and most of the materials are relatively easy to recycle: 

more than 90 percent is either steel, aluminum, copper or re-

cyclable plastics. But the next generation of connectors – like 

ensto today 

Walking the Talk 
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the SLIW 50 – performs the same job with fewer components, 

using roughly 10 percent less material and no insulating grease – 

only fully recyclable metals and plastics.

We are also shipping the new connector in boxes of 120 

pieces instead of boxes of 60, reducing packaging materials and 

waste by half.

Lighting offices and warehouses 

We don’t light rooms unless we need to. We’ve installed  

passive infrared (PIR) technology in our Tallinn and Porvoo  

offices and warehouses.

Concerning Finland, the PIR technology has been in use in 

the logistics center for about two years, and four years in the  

office center. The savings have been approximately 20 to 30 

percent versus the period before the technology was  

employed.

Vegetable-Oil-Based Lubrication

Conventional lubricants are a mixture of mineral oil and 

additives, which may add up to 30 percent of the total con-

tent. We only use biodegradable and non-toxic lubricants in 

metal milling, cutting and machinery lubrication applications, 

avoiding mineral oils which degrade slowly and have high 

toxicity.

Vegetable-oil-based soluble grinding fluid has delivered 

excellent results in our machining applications.

Grinding productivity and quality has improved with  

bio-based coolant technology.

The vegetable-oil-based soluble grinding fluids have 

eliminated dry and cracking skin which employees experi-

In a corporate world replete with greenwashing, Ensto walks the 

sustainable talk. Here are just a few examples of what we’re doing.

enced with petroleum-based coolants. And there are no 

hazardous vapors.

Our Carbon Footprint

During 2011 we began to assess our environmental 

performance following the methodology proposed by 

the Greenhouse Gas Protocol developed jointly by the 

World Resources Institute and the World Business Council 

for Sustainable Development.

In 2010, we calculated a company-wide carbon 

footprint baseline by measuring 34 industrial sites, offices, 

and warehouses in 20 countries, considering direct- and 

indirect emissions, extending it to include emissions from 

water consumption logistics, travel, use of raw materials 

and waste disposal. For 2011, we have already collected 

corresponding data.

In 2010, our total direct emissions were 1,000 tCO2e, 

while indirect emissions from sourced energy added up  

to almost 11,000 tCO2e. Other indirect emissions were 

49,100 tCO2e.

 The main conclusions of the study exposed that the 

largest share of our current carbon emissions result from 

indirect sources such as purchased electricity and the use 

of main raw materials.

The results provided guidance on how to reduce our 

impacts and they also support future lifecycle assess-

ments (LCAs) of our products and solutions, which we 

are carrying out across all products, beginning with two 

products from the Enervent Family of air handlers and 

heat exchangers: the Pingvin and LTR-6. 
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Sustainability is about 

making the business  

capable to survive  

and thrive in the  

next 100 years."
 
FERNANDO TROLIA SLAMIC  

Corporate Planning Director, Ensto

ensto today 
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Mika Luukkanen 

Directeur du développement des 
produits 

Fernando Trolia Slamic’s passion for sustainability.

E
ither you care about sustainabi-

lity because you feel it internally, 

or because it makes good business 

sense – or both,” says Fernando 

Trolia Slamic.

Sustainability for Ensto, says Trolia 

Slamic, is not a fashionable word batted 

about in conversation, but a way of living 

and working that directly impacts the 

bottom line: “Sustainability is about making 

the business capable to survive and thrive 

in the next 100 years.”

Trolia Slamic carries the title of Corpo-

rate Planning Director, focusing on strategy 

and making sure Ensto walks the talk of 

sustainability. He often finds himself in the 

role of an evangelist, attempting to convey 

a sense of urgency to anyone at any posi-

tion along the value chain. 

“Sustainability is the bridge,” says Trolia 

Slamic, of his work to embed the mission 

into the business. “I help the organization 

understand what it really means in terms 

of sales, R&D, sourcing, manufacturing and 

logistics.”

People, Planet, Profit

Part of Trolia Slamic’s message is that profit 

and societal benefit are not mutually exclu-

sive, but that they are, in fact, intertwined. 

To make his point, he often invokes the 

triple bottom line.

The first bottom line is found on the 

traditional profit and loss statement – 

the economic perspective. The second 

and third are environmental and societal, 

respectively. 

“And the second and third are directly 

linked to the first. The challenge for a busi-

ness is to operate and generate economic 

benefit from a fair and efficient use of finan-

cial, human and environmental resources. 

Striving for benefits in the triple bottom 

line is the only option for truly responsible 

enterprises.”

Walking the Talk

So what does that mean in practice? To 

benchmark its position on one of the 

bottom lines, Ensto measured for the first 

time its own company-wide carbon foot-

print. This meant gathering data all along 

the value chain and from all sources based 

on industry’s best practices. “It was a tre-

mendous effort and a spectacular lear-

ning opportunity,” says Trolia Slamic. “All 

our thirty-four sites were involved in twenty 

countries, half of them offices.”

The project’s goal was not only con-

sciousness-raising, but also to define a base-

line for action. The main source of emissions 

proved to be the consumption of key raw 

materials. “This helped to reclaim the roles 

of R&D and Sourcing in reducing our envi-

ronmental impact,” Trolia Slamic says. Ensto 

internal evaluations were triggered, and a 

move to power utilities that can warrant a 

relevant share of renewable sources in pur-

chased electricity is being considered. 

Although visible and dramatic, meas-

uring the carbon footprint is only one small 

part of Ensto’s program.

Pilot lifecycle assessments (LCAs) were 

also performed for key product families. An 

LCA is about understanding the mass and 

energy balance throughout the life span 

of a product, from raw material sourcing to 

final disposal. “It’s a demanding exercise,” 

says Trolia Slamic. “But it demonstrated the 

superiority of our solutions and we learned 

how to more effectively reduce impact 

beginning with design.”

Other initiatives fall under the umbrella 

of EOX, Ensto Operational Excellence, 

Ensto’s overall Lean initiative. “We’re not 

talking about ‘green’ here,” says Trolia 

Slamic. “This is about sustainable efficiency 

of the business cycle.” And proper sustain-

ability programs leave no stone unturned. 

“Even employee bonuses are being aligned 

with sustainable practices.”

So How Sustainable Is Ensto?

Trolia Slamic tends to speak more in 

terms of work still to be done, but he will 

concede that Ensto is on the right track. 

“Our research shows that the best sustaina-

bility programs are run at companies with 

billions of euros in sales and 10,000-plus 

employees. But, to be fair, with Ensto and 

its 1,600 employees, we are leading the 

way in our peer group.” 

Trolia Slamic’s ambitions run higher 

than being at the top of the peer group. 

His quest is personal. When his child was 

born he began to see the world differently. 

He left the oil industry. “I felt the urge to 

move into cleantech, and I realized I could 

have an impact with Ensto.” 

He modestly describes himself as “just 

a process engineer,” but his passion sug-

gests otherwise. “Sustainability is about 

becoming aware of the small decisions 

that can have a strong impact, and making 

the mental links that change your attitude 

– and not being thought of as a hippie or 

rebel for doing so.”  
opopopopopopopop

 
Not a Hippie,  
NOT A REBEL  
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Government subsidies are currently the core of the photovoltaic business. But 

one day they’ll be gone and photovoltaic manufacturers will have to face the 

music: a genuine market economy. How are Ensto and its clients preparing 

for this day?

 

Photovoltaic  
GROWS UP 
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The Old Gloom and Doom

Both government and industry speak of 

the inevitability of sustainable energy, pho-

tovoltaic (PV) and wind as our future in the 

face of disappearing fossil fuels.

Many predict raw oil and gas will last 

only two more generations with carbon 

resources completely depleted in 200 

years.

Add to the scenario the rapid growth of 

the world’s population – culminating in 9.2 

billion on the planet by the middle of the 

century.

Increasing wealth of China and India will 

mean greater demand for energy. Between 

2009 and 2010 alone, global energy 

consumption increased almost six percent.

And climate change cannot be ignored. 

Natural disasters in the northern hemis-

phere are up four percent, global snow-

pack is down ten percent, arctic summer 

ice thickness is down nearly 40 percent, 

and soil humidity and lack of water 

resources will reduce agricultural producti-

vity in southern Europe.

Taken together it’s a scenario of gloom 

and doom, and the horsemen seem almost 

upon us.

The Solar Solution

But of course all is not lost. The world’s 

growing needs for energy will be met by 

renewable resources, and one of those 

is solar energy. Of all renewable energy 

sources, solar power shows the most 

potential to cover the world’s complete 

energy demand while reducing CO2 emis-

sions.

The sun has the potential to provide 

us with 219,000 billion kilowatt hours of 

energy every single year – 3,800 more than 

the world’s total annual energy demands. 

In even simpler terms: every six hours the 

world’s deserts receive more energy from 

the sun than humankind consumes in an 

entire year.

The solution is no mystery. But it is in its 

infancy. And like many infants, it is growing 

like mad.

PV’s present

Like an infant, PV’s growth can be sporadic.

In 2010, Ensto solar product sales grew 

by more than 50 percent. Inverters and 

combiner box systems, devices commonly 

used to supply AC power from DC sources 

like solar panels and batteries, grew 150 

percent. 2011 numbers were less impres-

sive, however, due to debate in France, 

Germany, and Italy about subsidy levels 

and governmental reluctance to subsidize 

solar parks. 

“Since companies didn’t know what the 

subsidy levels were, for a while nobody 

made any investments in 2011,” says Tomi 

Gardemeister, President of Ensto Industrial 

Solutions. “Now investment is rebounding.” 

But no matter what happens in Europe, 

says Gardemeister, “there are great growth 

opportunities in PV parks, especially in the 

US, China, and India.” 

Michael Simon, Ensto’s Key Account 

Manager for Germany and Segment 

Manager for the Renewable Energy Systems, 

has been part of the front lines in Ensto’s 

success, helping Ensto products find their 

way into the PV segment.

“Starting at Ensto we have been lucky 

to win the first customer in that segment. 

Recognizing that some of our products fit 

perfectly to customers demand we conti-

nued in that market segment to win more 

system integrators as Ensto partners.”

Q3

One of those partners has been the German 

company Q3 Energieelektronik, a manufac-

turer of PV inverters and a system provider 

for PV connection devices – as well as for a 

brand new fire security switch. “They deve-

loped a totally new concept for this switch 

using Ensto boxes for the disconnectors and 

main switches,” says Simon.

Q3 was founded in January 2010 by three 

shareholders, and part of it success has 

been due to its international system partner 

network where it offers continuous training 

for their partners.

“Q3’s product development has been 

both market- and customer oriented,” 

praises Simon. “They have created plug and 

play products to reduce installation time.”

How has Ensto been able to share in 

and empower their growth? “Four factors,” 

answers Simon. “Our competent helpdesk, 

our flexibility and quick reaction time, pro-

duct quality and suitability, and of course 

good personal relationships. It has really 

been a living partnership.”

A Qualified Success

Despite remarkable product success and 

growth for both Ensto and its partner 

clients, Michael Simon sees today’s PV 

market as mostly a financial market. “At the 

moment, the motivation for decentralized 

PV power generation is based on feed-

in tariffs. Also, a lot of PV power plants are 

planned as an income return investment.”

“The future,” says Simon, “cannot be 

PVs as an investment, but PVs for their own 

sake – the intelligent storing and networ-

king of energy – and independence from 

rising energy prices.”

Simon says the trend has already 

started in Germany, which is still the 

technology leader in the PV segment. 

He believes this trend will first expand to 

Europe where renewable energy can be 

competitive.

But before the market can truly stand 

on its own, subsidies will have to be 

adapted to the local conditions. Major 

growth markets such as China have just 

begun to establish feed-in tariffs, while 

some European countries have already eli-

minated them. Given this imbalance, one 

cannot look at the world as a single, uni-

form PV market.

“Ensto’s growth will be definitely based 

in Asian countries,” says Simon, where he 

sees Ensto’s combiner boxes as major sel-

lers. “But future technology for intelligent 

storage, remote control of the feed-in, and 

security devices will bring the spotlight 

back to ‘old markets’ like Germany and 

Italy.” 

PV’s Future

Simon sees a bright future for the decen-

tralization of energy supply. “Energy from 

renewable energy sources has to be sto-

rable with mediums like batteries or 

(someday) electrical vehicles, but also 

pump storing plants. Also there’s intelli-

gent networking necessary to have the 

energy at the point of demand.”

And in this future Simon sees possi-

bilities for Ensto. “I believe we should 

create new product ideas to cover 

the future demand in that seg-

ment – and these products will 

come from synergies across 

multiple Ensto business units.” 

“Our focus for the future 

should be at the key players 

like inverter manufactu-

rers or turn key suppliers. 

One of these new focus 

customers is the com-

pany Q3 Energie-

elektronik.” 
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“The customers can see through price to lead time,”  

says Tomasz Bilinski. “They see quality, too.” 

 
Getting to Lean 

ensto today  
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L
ean manufacturing is like your kit-

chen,” says Tomasz Bilinski, Ensto’s 

Director of Operational Excellence. 

“You’ve got just what you need in 

your fridge when you need it but no more. 

Your tools are right there; you don’t go dig-

ging around to find a knife. You can confi-

gure and make a dish in 15 minutes. And 

the family gives you ideas about what to 

cook.”

Although he could quote technical 

jargon from the thousands of books 

written about Lean manufacturing, Bilinski 

prefers the kitchen analogy to explain 

Lean’s simple essence. 

“The alternative to Lean,” he adds, “is that 

you’ve got all the dishes made. But what 

does that cost you? And how much can 

you eat at one time, anyway?”

Formally Speaking

Lean, in more formal terms, is a broad-

reaching philosophy concerning the crea-

tion of value through the elimination of 

waste, “value” defined as anything a custo-

mer is willing to pay for.

While often attributed to W. Edwards 

Deming’s pioneering work and expressed 

through the three Japanese types of 

waste (mura, muda, muri - unevenness, 

non-value-adding work, and overburden), 

champions of Lean often go even further 

back in history to reference Ben Franklin, 

who was fond of saying that avoiding 

unnecessary costs could be more profit-

able than increasing sales. "Save and have," 

said Franklin.

For Ensto, Lean is the first phase of its 

EOX program, Ensto Operational Excel-

lence. Lean means the implementation 

of practices such as 5S (all things in their 

proper place), SMED (making setup opera-

tions as efficient as a Formula 1 pit stop), 

8D (root cause analysis and elimination of 

defects), ASSY (reorganization of assembly 

cells), and War Room (a factory floor pro-

cess to track and follow up on deviations, 

the “war against losses”).

When a factory is Lean, it means 

reduced lead times from order to deliveries, 

increased efficiency, and better quality. For 

the customer, it can mean faster delivery at 

a lower cost.

Case in Point

Ensto’s Tallinn factory, which manufactu-

rers plastic enclosures, is becoming a case 

study in Lean. Last year, the 5S process was 

implemented with the goal of halving lead 

times. This year, the factory implemented 

a war room. On a platform above the floor, 

the walls are covered with graphs and 

charts, one of which dramatically illustrates 

results of another Lean tool, SMED, or Single 

Minute Exchange of Die, through which the 

time required for product changeover was 

reduced from eight hours to only two. 

A visiting journalist suggests that the 

whole war room idea reeks of a Hollywood 

film where Japanese salarymen come 

together each morning to beat themselves 

up about defects.

“Not managers,” corrects Bilinski. “Floor 

workers.” 

A core part of Lean is that workers – not 

managers – know best how to improve pro-

cesses. The Lean practitioner’s art, especially 

in formerly Eastern Bloc countries accus-

tomed to rigid top-down management, is 

making workers comfortable with the idea 

that management sincerely wants to hear 

what they have to say. Once that barrier is 

removed, dramatic improvements in effi-

ciency can take place.

But in most modern factories, whether 

in Estonia, Finland, or America, Lean prac-

tices amount to a culture change. “Working 

capital, inventory, etcetera, are all parts of 

the Lean story,” says Bilinski’s boss, Keijo 

Mäkelä, Vice President of Operations. “But 

one thing that’s even bigger is getting the 

whole organization involved, using the full 

power of the personnel. The EOX program 

is making the project the culture, making it 

become normal behavior.” 

West Goes East

Toyota and other Japanese companies have 

used Lean practices for years. Businesses like 

automotive parts- and electronics manu-

facturing have operated for so many years 

under such competitive conditions that 

Lean is second nature to them. But Lean is 

now taking hold across the entire spectrum 

of manufacturing, so that the West may 

compete with the East.

“The Germans are very good,” says Bilinski, 

“but very few western countries are efficient 

enough to compete against megatrends 

and low-cost labor countries. Lean practices 

enable that.”

So how is Ensto doing? 

“In some product areas we are already at the 

top,” says Mäkelä. “In others we have work 

to do. We’ve completed about one-third of 

the journey toward World Class Manufactu-

ring. But the last third is the toughest.”

Standing in the Tallinn factory’s war 

room, Bilinski is asked when the factory 

will be Lean?

“Lean is zero finished goods on shelves,” 

he says, pointing across the floor to racks 

of product. “We’ll be Lean when a sup-

plier delivers material on one day and the 

next day we produce. We’ll be Lean when 

we’ll have 10 components from which 100 

products can be configured. Not 100 com-

ponents for 100 products.” 

But he allows for progress and again 

gestures to the warehouse. “Fifty percent 

of this warehouse should disappear by 

Christmas of next year.” 

The Customer Perspective

Lean offers clear gains for Ensto, but as 

importantly, how will customers know 

when Ensto is Lean? And will they value it? 

“The customers can see through price 

to lead time,” says Bilinski. “They see 

quality, too.” 

But even though the proof is in the 

final product, Bilinski says customers who 

know manufacturing also see Lean when 

they visit an Ensto factory. “Customers get 

a good visual sense. Are there materials 

everywhere? Is the material flow logical? 

Is it well organized? Who is working and 

who is walking? Is there stuff in a corner 

that nobody knows what the heck that is? 

Our factories evoke trust in customers.”

Mäkelä says that visits by potential cus-

tomers have increased since Ensto insti-

tuted Lean principles. He notes modestly 

that Lean principles are not a Disneyesque 

attraction that customers come from all 

over to see. “I think the increased visits are 

more a reflection of the fact that the sales 

force sees Lean and its resulting visual 

improvements as a good sales tool.”

Ubiquitous Lean 

Spend enough time reading and talking 

about Lean principles, and one begins to 

see it everywhere. On Ensto’s Porvoo fac-

tory floor there is a large painting of an 

Eastern figure in a yoga pose, a Hindu 

goddess perhaps. 

Receiving a tour from Keijo Mäkelä, a 

visiting journalist suggests that this, too, 

must be connected to the Lean program. 

Mäkelä examines the journalist curi-

ously before politely replying: “No, actually. 

Ensto founder Ensio Miettinen’s art col-

lection is rather extensive, and this one is 

older than our program. But Ensio was a 

visionary. Maybe he envisioned Lean long 

before us.”  

“Not managers,”  

corrects Bilinski. 

“Floor workers.”
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While many who use social media attempt to collect vast numbers of “friends," 

Ensto Sweden’s Johnny Mehrinejad has eschewed that approach. And the results  

are encouraging.

 
Quality Over Quantity:   
SECRETS OF SOCIAL MEDIA 

ensto today 
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J
ohnny Mehrinejad does not have 

a Facebook account. “I’m not 

the type of person who wants 

to expose his private life.” But in 

business Mehrinejad is a marketing man, 

and he found it impossible to ignore the 

value he saw in LinkedIn.

“I first started by learning. I was a dry 

sponge who wanted to go in and come 

out soaking wet. I became a member of 

various groups. I read comments to see 

what the conversation topics were. Engi-

neers were asking questions – these were 

dense technical discussions. As the newly 

appointed segment manager for hazar-

dous areas, I wanted to expose my orga-

nization as much as possible through this 

media.

“I noticed that everybody talked about 

problems but not solutions, so I decided to 

go against the stream. I experimented by 

dropping comments, saying ‘At Ensto we 

just launched this solution aimed at hazar-

dous areas.’ It caught the interest of people 

and kind of stopped their momentum. 

Suddenly, I was contacted by the dis-

cussion members who told me about 

projects and asked if Ensto could provide 

something. 

“A French company contacted me 

about our solutions for hazardous areas, 

and so I organized a visit by our sales 

director in Germany. We’re now discus-

sing exclusive contracts with them. We’ve 

quoted prices. They are now interested in a 

co-exhibition with us in August in Norway. 

We’ve also answered four or five requests 

for quotations. We’re on the vendor list of a 

tech distributor in Egypt.” 

Although Mehrinejad has not been 

using social media long enough to eva-

luate its full potential, early results are 

encouraging. And given these results, it 

may surprise many to learn that Mehrinejad 

has only 110 LinkedIn contacts.

“It’s quality versus quantity,” he says. 

“I’ve had so many invitations to become 

contacts, but I keep it to relationships 

where both sides can benefit.”

Social media, as Mehrinejad sees it, is 

not a substitute for traditional methods. 

“Social media is just another tool – it’s  

complementary.”

Mehrinejad believes business is all 

about relationships. “In the US, I was a 

member of the chamber of commerce, I 

participated in networks, and in school I 

focused on relationship marketing. Social 

media is a tool to decrease the risks that a 

partner is taking if he doesn’t know you.” 

Despite his success using new media, 

Mehrinejad is still cautious toward it. “We 

should never forget that we are human 

beings and are dependent on physical 

interactions. I don’t want to start a revo-

lution, rather just to say there is another 

tool out there to improve relationships. 

The importance of having the courtesy to 

shake a person’s hand and look him in the 

eye should never be forgotten.”  

   We should never forget  
that we are human beings  
and are dependent on  

physical interactions.”  
JOHNNY MEHRINEJAD, Global Account Manager, Ensto
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Farmer Turns Engineer

The son of farmers, the EU way of farming 

frustrated Tapani Ahonen enough that he 

wanted no part of it. The metaphor for his 

frustrations is a sandwich: “You earn your 

bread, but all the butter, cheese, and ham, 

comes from EU support. I didn’t want to 

earn my bread that way.” 

But what Ahonen liked about farming 

was seeing the fruits of his labor, and so he 

sought that quality in mechanical enginee-

ring. As a Masters of Mechanical Enginee-

ring student at Lappeenranta University 

of Technology, he was offered a chance 

to bring his thesis to life by implementing 

Lean standards on the panel heating pro-

duction lines in Ensto’s Porvoo factory.

Film, Watch, Learn

The first step of Ahonen’s multiple-part 

thesis was to implement the 5S system in 

the Porvoo factory. Once that was unde-

rway, he studied the efficiency of panel 

heater assembly cells. 

“There are instructions for how to 

assemble the five different heater models 

we produce on the old heater line,” says 

Ahonen, “but they’re not super specific. 

They don’t say whether to move a part with 

your left or right hand, for instance.”  

To improve the process, Ahonen went 

to the people who know it best. “Often the 

boss doesn’t understand exactly what the 

workers have to do to get their jobs done. 

The workers know a better way.”

Ahonen videotaped all assembly wor-

kers, analyzed their assembly techniques, 

and carefully studied the fastest workers. 

He then defined the “one method,” the 

theoretical most efficient way of assembly, 

which tested 12 seconds faster than the 

old method. Those seconds could mean 

1,500 more panel heaters per worker per 

year, a combined theoretical gain of 18,000 

panel heaters, if all workers assembled 12 

seconds faster.

But just because something’s theo-

retically better doesn’t mean people will 

abandon old ways of doing things. “The 

new system was ideal for new workers,” 

says Ahonen, “but harder for more expe-

rienced workers who’d formed habits over 

many years.”

But since all workers are paid piece 

rate there was reason to consider the new 

method. Gains could mean a theoretical 

five percent pay increase for workers. Theo-

retical, because the 12 second gain may 

not be actual. “Everybody pushes himself 

in front of the camera,” says Ahonen. “But 

even if the gain is only two seconds, that’s 

still 250 more heaters per person per year.”

Lifting the Cat

So how did veteran Ensto workers respond 

to a 28-year-old former farmer advocating 

Lean production methods?

“It depends on how you lift the cat 

on the table,” Ahonen quotes a Finnish 

aphorism about the delicate art of raising 

important issues in a conversation. So 

how well did he lift the cat? asks a visiting 

foreign journalist.

“You’d have to ask the line workers.”

“I don’t speak Finnish.”

“Maybe that’s a good thing,” Ahonen 

laughs. “Well, you can’t make everybody 

happy,” he notes, “but normally you don’t 

get a five percent salary raise from just 

doing your job in a slightly different way.” 

“I’m very privileged to work here,” adds 

Ahonen. “I’m doing now what I’d planned 

to be doing five years from now. I can see 

the results of my work.”

Ahonen is modest, but he seems to 

have lifted the cat rather well. Ensto has 

made him an offer to remain full time after 

graduation in 2012. He has accepted  

the offer. 

 
The Workers Know  

A BETTER WAY
Ensto shapes students, and students shape Ensto. The company supports 

a variety of students who develop their academic theses on its premises. 

Tapani Ahonen is an example of how both benefit.

 Often the boss 

doesn’t understand  

exactly what the  

workers have to do  

to get their jobs done."
 

TAPANI AHONEN  

Masters of Mechanical Engineering student 

ensto today 
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     Motherhood has taught me to be more patient and open-minded.  

It is the best school for project management, as well as stress management!"  
VIKTORIA JUUTI, Mother 

E
ven before Viktoria Juuti finished 

her undergraduate degree she 

had begun work at Ensto in custo-

mer service. 

Juuti speaks many languages which 

put her in contact with Ensto customers all 

over the world: Russia, Ukraine, Uzbekistan, 

Italy, England, and Iceland, to name a few. 

“Customer service gave me a very good 

base to get to know Ensto's customers and 

of course Ensto's product selection and 

services,” says Juuti.

The job provided her a sound foun-

dation and soon she entered a master’s 

program in international marketing at Lap-

peenranta University. After graduation, she 

joined Ensto as a marketing manager.

“I was interested in Customer Rela-

tionship Management systems because I 

was a member of the CRM implementa-

tion team from the customer service point 

of view. I was interested how a CRM could 

be developed at Ensto, how sales people 

felt about it and what were the benefits of 

CRM,” she says.

Juuti also had taken a CRM course at 

the university, and the idea of doing her 

thesis on the subject began to ferment. 

With Ensto’s cooperation, Juuti eventually 

authored An Analysis of CRM User Satisfac-

tion and Development Needs at the Sales 

Force Level, her master’s thesis. The work did 

not go unnoticed.

“Viktoria's thesis woke up the sales 

managers. We had a system that indivi-

dual sales guys were using, but managers 

were not benefitting,” says Jukka Majander, 

Manager of Ensto’s Business Information 

Systems. 

Ensto began to make significant 

changes in its CRM system, allowing 

anyone within the company, regardless 

of business unit, to see the big picture of a 

customer. The system enabled Ensto to pre-

sent a single, uniform face to the customer, 

and salesmen remarked that they saved 

time on their daily routines, giving them 

more time to spend with customers. 

The implementation of the CRM was so 

successful that Microsoft even dispatched 

film crews to make a case history of Ensto 

using the system.

Juuti is currently on maternity leave with 

her five-month old son, Leon. But Ensto is 

still on her mind, and she hopes to soon 

return to work with new skills learned while 

away. 

She is convinced that maternity leave 

has made her a better person, personally as 

well as in business. “Motherhood has taught 

me to be more patient and open-minded. It 

is the best school for project management, 

as well as stress management!”  

Customer Service, CRMs,  

AND MOTHERHOOD
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J
yväskylä. Easier to enjoy than it is 

to pronounce, the Electricity Tele-

communications Light and Audio 

Visual Exhibition held in Jyväskylä, 

Finland is the largest electrical industry 

trade show in the Nordic region. 

In February 2012, some 15,000 profes-

sionals gathered at the fair, 270 kilometers 

north of Helsinki. 

Ensto’s booth displayed the compa-

ny’s comprehensive product offerings in 

enclosing solutions, including those for 

potentially explosive environments. Also 

featured were renewable energy technol-

ogies, the new cold shrink products, SLIW 

products, and connectors.

Ensto eSmart, Ensto’s handheld brain 

which gives total control over home 

energy, was honored in the exhibition 

competition by the judging panel, and 

Ensto electric vehicle charging solutions 

were presented alongside the Nissan Leaf. 

“The Jyväskylä fair is a great opportu-

nity to meet our clients with whom we’ve 

built relationships over the years,” says 

Pia Hänninen, Ensto’s Brand and Commu-

nications Director. “Fair surveys showed 

that clients were very interested in our 

solutions and booth, and that’s great. But 

what’s even better is the chance Jyväskylä 

gives us to interact directly with them.” 

ensto today  / ensto customer magazine 2012

Best of Breed 
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The Jyväskylä fair is a great opportunity to meet our clients 

with whom we’ve built relationships over the years.”
 
PIA HÄNNINEN,  Brand and Communications Director, Ensto
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T
oday in Oulu, six hundred kilome-

ters north of Helsinki, the bright 

sun reflects off a tall 1960s high-

rise apartment. It’s a beautiful 

spring day, but in winter the sun will show 

itself only four hours per day. But thanks to 

a lighting revolution the inside of the buil-

ding is kept bright as spring even in the 

darkest days of winter.

There are no windows in the stairwell, 

yet there are no dark corners found here. 

Lights react automatically to human pre-

sence. The secret is PIR – passive infrared – 

technology.

Hannu Sassali, lead technical superin-

tendent of the Sivakka Corporation, the 

largest apartment real estate company in 

Oulu, has produced a case study in how the 

smallest of choices during renovation can 

have serious impact on cost, energy use, 

and the comfort of living.

Total Impact

Sivakka owns 7,000 apartments, and with so 

many properties the company is constantly 

faced with renovation. Unlike new construc-

tion, renovation projects demand attention 

to long-term costs.

This Sivakka building is part of an expe-

riment: a completely new lighting solution 

was introduced two years ago when the 

stairwells were renovated. 

“Twenty years ago during the first 

rebuilding phase our primary concerns 

were safety and reducing vandalism,” 

Sassali recalls. “We replaced traditional 

stairwell lighting with a 24-hour lights-on 

solution. At that time it was both justifiable 

and reasonable, but today it’s an unneces-

sary waste of resources.”

In older buildings, costs are composed 

New innovations challenge traditional staircase lighting  

in the darkness of Northern Finland.

 
 

Lighting Earth's 
Darkest Corner 

ensto today 
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mainly of maintenance and repair, which 

makes them favorable for new energy-

saving technologies. “Energy efficiency 

and maintenance costs are now the focus,” 

says Sassali. “People are starting to unders-

tand that by saving energy they also save 

money and the environment. This makes 

a difference in our choices. We no longer 

focus only on the acquisition price but 

rather on the total impact of the solutions.”

Solely Positive

The stairwell is lit with Ensto’s miniature 

fluorescent luminaires equipped with PIR-

detection and adjustable standby lighting. 

PIR sensors react to body temperature in 

combination with movement, providing 

light automatically when – and only when 

– it’s needed. 

Standby lighting ensures safety and 

comfort. The light constantly emits five 

to 20 percent of the maximum light level, 

and the PIR sensor switches it to maximum 

when someone enters the space. “Energy 

savings have already been considerable,” 

says Sassali. ”The products chosen for this 

trial paid for themselves very quickly.”

Tenant and user experiences confirm 

the success of the solution. “Safety, ease 

of use, reliability, improved light intensity, 

savings and ecology – the feedback has 

been solely positive,” says Sassali. “Though 

the cleaning lady is under more pressure 

now that the space is so well lit!”

Ari Postareff from Oulun Sähköveikot, 

the project’s electrical contractor, also 

offers praise. “The luminaires are easy to 

mount, they fit perfectly in place of the 

old ones, and there’s no need of rewiring. 

Maintenance is very simple. Light intensity 

is very good. It doesn’t need adjustment 

because the factory setting at 80 percent 

power is more than adequate. And product 

quality is top notch.” 

Postareff calls attention to a small rod-

shaped luminaire. “Just look at this. It’s 

been lit for a year and a half, and it’s just 

starting to get darker at the bottom. It will 

still work at least another year.”

The hundreds of luminaires in Sivakka’s 

test locations have burned a total of 17,000 

to 20,000 hours, and those which have 

required changing may be counted on 

only one hand. Experience suggests they 

will be ready to be changed in a year’s  

time at the earliest.

Exceeding the Guarantee

Postareff may now breathe easy, as the 

experiment has shown that Ensto lights 

and luminaires more than live up to their 

two-year guarantee. “Cooperation with 

Ensto has always been smooth, and we 

knew they take R&D and testing very 

seriously,” he says. “The experiment’s risk 

paid off. The luminaires will easily exceed 

a two-year operation time.”

Juha Käyrä, Ensto’s Director of Sales for 

Northern Finland, also stresses the impor-

tance of testing. “There are so many details 

that affect the quality and functionality 

of a light that thorough testing is a critical 

part of our R&D process. Experiments like 

Sivakka give both the manufacturer and 

the customers valuable information about 

the functionality of the product in practice.” 

Estimates made on the basis of labo-

ratory testing are always just estimates. 

The 500 lighting fixtures in the Sivakka 

experiment offer a large enough sample 

to produce reliable information about the 

life span of the luminaires and the energy 

consumption of light fixtures.

In the Sivakka case, the combination 

PIR-detection and standby lighting gene-

rated 80 percent energy savings versus the 

old system. 

Bright New Challenges

Inspired by the success of the project, 

Sivakka and Sähköveikot recently branched 

out: they are now experimenting with 

Ensto’s LED-lights in outdoor staircases of 

loft housing. Northern conditions are ideal 

for the experiment, because LED luminaires 

endure cold weather better than any other 

light. And Oulu winters truly get dark! 

“Outdoor lighting will be the next big 

question housing companies will focus on,” 

says Sassali.

The Oulu experiments bring hope to 

those still fumbling for the light switch in 

dark corridors. There now exist practical, 

energy efficient lighting solutions which 

actually work. 

Modern efficient and affordable lighting 

is showing the people of Oulu that the 

spring sun isn’t the only bright light in  

their lives. 

– Riina Silvennoinen

     We replaced traditional stairwell lighting with 

a 24-hour lights-on solution. At that time it was 

both justifiable and reasonable, but today it’s an 

unnecessary waste of resources."    

HANNU SASSALI, Lead Technical Superintendent, Sivakka Corporation
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Playing  
Conservatively

E
nsto Group’s 2011 turnover was 

252 million euros, a 18 percent 

growth over 2010 which was 

driven partly by the 2010 acqui-

sition of Novexia but also by organic 

growth in several market areas.

The majority of the growth came 

from France and other French-speaking 

countries, where Ensto’s position in 

the utility business was enforced by 

the acquisition of Novexia. The utility 

business grew also in Norway, Russia, 

Poland and Kazakhstan.

Finland and the other Nordic 

countries also grew, driven by strong 

growth in heat recovery systems and 

LED lighting. New solutions for electrical 

vehicle charging and ATEX enclosures for 

hazardous environments were also well-

received.

For 2012, Ensto has been cautiously 

optimistic in its forecasts. 

Given the instability and 

unpredictability in the world 

'nancial situation today, 

Ensto has reason to be 

pleased with 2011 results. 

For 2012 the company is 

cautiously optimistic.

ensto today 
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Turnover 
2009-2011, M€
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Turnover by Market Area
Total 2011 turnover approx. 252 M€

Finland  25 %

Other Nordic Countries  21 %

Other EU Countries  37 %

Russia and CIS  13 %

Others  5 %

Ensto Industrial Solutions 13 %

Ensto Building Technology  36 %

Ensto Utility Network  51 %

Turnover by SBU
Total 2011 turnover approx. 252 M€

Finland 37 %

Estonia  27 %

France  14 %

Russia 5 %

Spain 3 %

Others 12 %

Personnel in 20 Countries
Total 1,500 employees, as of February 2012

       In the future, Ensto will strengthen its position as the  

expert in energy efficiency with emphasis on product  

development and sustainable business opportunities."  

MARKO AARTTILA, CFO, Ensto Group

As these words are written, results for the 

first quarter of 2012 appear to have excee-

ded forecast, and the general outlook for 

2012 is more optimistic than what was 

forecasted a few months ago.

In the future, Ensto will strengthen its 

position as the expert in energy efficiency 

with emphasis on product development 

and sustainable business opportunities. 
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F
inns have built-in abilities in pro-

blem solving,” says Cleantech Fin-

land’s Executive Director Santtu 

Hulkkonen. “This probably has 

to do with our history of making the best 

of things in extreme conditions. There is 

proof of that in many areas: mobile phones, 

gaming, intervening in global conflicts.” 

Nokia, Rovio (Angry Birds), and Martti 

Ahtisaari may be what Finland is most 

famous for, but far fewer know that the 

country is a world leader in energy effi-

ciency, water management and bioen-

ergy. Cleantech Finland would like to 

remedy that.

But selling a problem-solving 

ability to the world is not always 

easy, especially when geography has 

placed you, as the Finns say, behind 

God’s back, and so Cleantech turned 

to the tool which makes all men 

equal. No, not the Colt revolver. The 

internet.

Solved.fi brings together over 

100 of the world's leading experts 

in Cleantech industries where they 

serve as consultants to the world. 

Ensto’s participating expert is 

Matti Rae.

Rae, Ensto’s Director of New Technolo-

gies, looks forward to handling difficult 

questions. “There is no anonymity in this. 

People must register to use the service, 

which means those asking the questions are 

truly interested in the topic. Or they want to 

share something. It should give people an 

official way of asking very difficult questions, 

and we give serious time and consideration 

to anyone who will ask a tough non-anony-

mous question.”

Cleantech’s Hulkkonen anticipates 

approximately 10,000 registered users with 

several thousand visiting the site each day. 

“Our fundamental target is to link Finnish 

expertise to global demand, in practice 

bringing concrete business opportunities 

to member companies like Ensto.” 

But can 100 world-caliber experts give 

up their day jobs to chat online? 

“The service is smart enough to let the 

experts know when they have been asked 

questions, so no one has to hang around 

and be on call in the service,” says Hulk-

konen. “However, being active, opening 

discussions and commenting 

them also pays back in visibility – 

within the service and also in the 

search engines, so the company 

truly benefits from it.”

“Our group’s common target 

is to make Solved the leading 

cleantech community in the 

world,” says Hulkkonen. 

And why not? One-hundred 

of the world’s best problem 

solvers at your fingertips. Only 

the return key away. 

 
SOLVED!
One hundred experts. All on line and waiting for your call.  

Cleantech Finland raises the nation’s profile by  creating  

the go-to site for cleantech answers, solved.fi.

MATTI RAE,  Director, New Technologies, Ensto

ensto today 
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ENSTO SPIRIT
 

20 countries.  
1,500 employees.  
One Ensto spirit.
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The rich colors on the cover of this magazine were not produced by photographic studio lamps, but are rather 

thanks to the Ensto AVD370 LED luminaire. The 168 LED tips behind a diffuser produce a guaranteed 30,000 hours, 

operate at 35 percent the cost of a traditional lamp with 350 percent more power. 

And while the luminaire was not  

designed for photography, it does  

 a very nice job of lighting the  

ambassador. 

And that’s not just our opinion:  

the photograph was named  

2012’s Best Portrait Photo  

in Estonia.

The Luminaire that Lights the Ambassador


